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Abstract  

Emo:on-driven design inspects people’s 
emo:onal experiences in a targeted context and 
study the concerns behind these emo:ons. The 
is connected to an understanding to people’s 
personal experiences. 

Social media is playing an increasingly important 
role in daily life, as the technologies to do social 
media mining is developing, it is becoming a 
great database for learning about people. These 
data from social media is becoming a valuable 
dataset that is scaled, updated in every moment, 
a n d i t s a cce s s i s b e i n g i n c re a s i n g l y 
democra:zed.  

These rich data are bringing a lot of 
opportuni:es for emo:on designers to scale up 
research and design. They form a dynamic 
dataset of people’s emo:ons related to their 
preferences, opinions, geographic loca:ons, 
communi:es as well as social news and events. 

However, social media mining has not yet been 
employed for emo:on-driven design. Currently 
there are various tools and methodologies that 
support design conceptualiza:on, but with no 
tools yet to employee the dynamic social media 
data as a material.  

This project inves:gate the role of the user-
generated content on social media to emo:on-
driven design, bridging the two with meaningful 
stories that reflect people’s subjec:ve 
experiences in emo:onal events. Later on, 
experiments and tests were done to explore  a 
workflow of how can designers discover the 
meaningful stories from Instagram. This resulted 
in a basic approach and a set of data explora:on 
techniques.  

therefore, the goal was set to developed a data 
explora:on tool for designers, which facilitate 
them to do controllable explora:ons and flexible 
searches with with the qualita:ve, unstructured 
social media data. The target group is designers 
who are interested to look for meaningful 
stories in social media but have less experiences 
in data mining.  

In the end, a data explora:on tool is developed , 
and it is evaluated by designers on the 
effec:veness aspect and experience aspect.  
The evalua:on indicated that the story 
explora:on in social media with the tool could 
sensi:ze the designers with their target users’ 
daily life emo:onal experience, and can broaden 
the designer's horizon by having an overview on 
the possib le exper iences. The tool is 
recommended to be used in the very early  
phase of emo:on-driven design. 
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01 The 
project  

  



1.1 Introduction  

Social media is playing an important role in 
people's daily life. In 2013, over 200 million 
ac:ve monthly users worldwide produced more 
than 500 million tweets[1]. 

People share meaningful moments on social 
media. New members in their family, just sold 
the wedding dress online, ea:ng ice cream at the 
beach, disgusted by a sexist policy… 

These user-generated contents, posted as text 
and images, can provide data that annotate 
emo:onal concepts on a tangible level. We can 
have a hint of what triggered people's emo:ons, 
what are the manifesta:ons of being in certain 
moods, how they react to fulfilled or harmed 
concerns, or a mix of them. Each piece of 
contents also contains contextual informa:on 
such as loca:on and :me, which provide us with 
m o r e i n s i g h t s . A s r e s e a r c h e r s w h o 
mined social media data for sen:ments and heat 
mapped them[2], emo:on researchers “could get 
data on what it really means to be happy for a 
human being - for example ea:ng an ice cream 
at the beach - instead of only linking conceptual 
words (such as happy) to external s:muli (such 
as smiling)”.  

These data form a dataset that is scaled, updated 
in every moment, and its access is being 
increasingly democra:zed [3].  

Moreover, the technologies developed in recent 
years have empowered the u:liza:on of 
emo:on data in social media. With Natural 
Language Processing (NLP), machine learning 
and data analysis engines, we can detect 
sen:ment[4], moods[5] and six emo:ons[6] from 
texts, recognize objects and facial expressions 
form images, analyze and visualize them on a 
macro scale. 

These r ich data are br inging a lot of 
opportuni:es for emo:on designers to scale up 
research and design. They form a dynamic 

dataset of people’s emo:ons related to their 
preferences, opinions, geographic loca:ons, 
communi:es as well as social news and events. 

The current knowledge and methodology for 
emo:on-dr iven des ign[7] support the 
conceptual design stage (i.e., to formulate a 
concrete design goal and to develop a concept 
to fulfill that goal), but it does not offer any 
support in the materializa:on stage. Therefore, it 
would be valuable for emo:on-driven designers 
to u:lize this dynamic dataset. 

Therefore, the central aim of the project is to 
explore ways to make social media data usable 
for emo:on-driven design. 
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1.2 Research 
objectives 

Overall, In this project, the research studies 
what emo:onal insights can we see from social 
media, how can we find them with data mining 
approaches, and how can designers employee 
this data source. 

Following research ques:ons were stressed in 
the project: 

RQ1: Which part of UGC have the 
most potential link with emotion 
design? 

RQ2: How is UGC currently used by 
designers in emotion design projects?  

RQ3: How do designers currently 
perceive UGC as a data source to be 
utilized in emotion design? 

RQ4: Can designers make sense of big 
social media data and integrate them 
into the design process?  

RQ5: What challenges will they meet? 
RQ6: what facts are challenging the 
utilization of social media UGC? 

RQ7: What are the effective methods 
to find meaningful stories about a 
certain topic? 

RQ8: What is hashtag’s role in finding 
meaningful stories? 

RQ9: Is the methods effective for other 
topics? 

RQ10: Whether designers can come 
through phase 1 with the current 
Instagram application?  

RQ11: What are the designers’ skills 
and limitations in this phase? 
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1.4 Research 
and design 
approach 

The project was divided into a background 
research phase, an experiment-based empirical 
study pages, an itera:ve conceptualiza:on 
phase and a discussion phase. 
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02 
Background   
In this chapter, social media mining’s state of art 
is reviewed, and its general approach is 
analyzed. Furthermore, a selec:on of example is 
presented to show its applica:on and poten:al 
in the domain of design. 
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2.1 Emotion 
driven design 

2.1.1 Definition and 
scope 

The defini:on of emo:on design is not absolute, 
and there are differences among emo:on 
design, emo:onal design and emo:onalized 
design[12]. 

In this project, I define the target design 
approach as emo:on-driven design that is 
:ghtly related to experience-driven design. In 
the process, the designer inves:gates the 
current experience of the target group, 
understand their concerns through laddering up 
from the emo:ons in the experience, finally 
crea:ng an experience that brings intended 
emo:onal effects. A model of product emo:ons 
(Figure [1]) [14] is oDen used to understand the 
human concerns. 

 

Figure [1]. Basic model of product emotions 

2.1.2  Typical 
methodology 

According to the Elec:ve Design for Emo:on in 
the faculty of Industrial Design Engineering,  TU 
DelD, the typical emo:on-driven design  
methodology include the measure of emo:ons, 
capturing emo:ons in a whole product 
experience, rich experience, and design for 
dilemma.  

Fore example, in capturing emo:ons, an 
emo:on measurement instrument is used 
alongside interviews with the users. The 
designer will collected moments when users 
have a certain emo:on. Further interview will be 
conducted to ladder up by asking the reason for 
having the emo:ons. In the end, emo:on 
concerns can be extracted and become design 
opportuni:es. 
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2.1.3 Current tools  

I collected tons that currently support emo:on 
-driven design. The tools can be divided into 
Methodology tools, Knowledge tools, Design 
tools, and Communica:on tools. 
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2.2 Social  media 
mining  

2.2.1 Definition  

Social Media Mining (SMM) is the process of 
represen:ng, analyzing, and extrac:ng 
ac:onable palerns from social media data  
[8]. This is typically done through machine 
lea rn ing , mathema:cs , and s ta:s:ca l 
techniques, and is also an interdisciplinary field, 
encompassing techniques from computer 
science, data mining, machine learning, social 
network analysis, network science, sociology, 
ethnography, sta:s:cs, op:miza:on, and 
mathema:cs.  

In another defiin:on, it is “the process of 
analyzing data from different perspec:vesand 
summarizing it into interes:ng (non-trivial, 
implicit,previously unknown and poten:ally 
useful ) informa:on.”(Data Mining: Concepts and 
Techniques, 2nd ed., March2006. ISBN 
1-55860-901-6.)  

(11) (PDF) Qualita:ve Data Mining and Its 
Ap p l i c a: o n s . Ava i l a b l e f ro m : hl p s : //
w w w . r e s e a r c h g a t e . n e t / p u b l i c a : o n /
47397225_Qualita:ve_Data_Mining_and_Its_A
pplica:ons [accessed Jan 21 2020]. 

Social media mining applies data mining to see 
palerns from social media data.  

Data mining  

Data mining can help people beler understand 
large sets of data. Much like tradi:onal miners 
extract precious metals from earth and ore, data 
miners seek to extract meaningful informa:on 
from a data set that is not readily apparent and 
not always easily obtainable[9]. 

Social media 

Social media mining result from the need to 
extract palerns from social media data, which is 
becoming abundant as huge amount of data are 
produced on social media plaqorms every day.  
Social media, as defined by Kaplan and 
Haenlein[10], is the "group of internet-based 
applica:ons that build on the ideological and 
technological founda:ons of Web 2.0, and that 
allow the crea:on and exchange of user-
generated content."  

There are many categories of social media 
including social networking sites (Facebook or 
LinkedIn), microblogging (Twiler), photo sharing 
(Flickr, Instagram, Photobucket, or Picasa), news 
aggrega:on (Google Reader, StumbleUpon, or 
Feedburner), video sharing (YouTube, MetaCafe), 
livecas:ng (Ustream or Twitch), virtual worlds 
(Kaneva), social gaming (World of WarcraD), 
social search (Google, Bing, or Ask.com), and 
instant messaging (Google Talk, Skype, or Yahoo! 
messenger). 
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The categories of social media 
platforms  

The categories of social media plaqorms keep 
being redefined as new forms of social 
interac:ons are created. 

Friedman and Friedman (2013), social media is 
classified into five categories; communica:on, 
collabora:on, community, crea:vity, and 
convergence. However, the study of Castro-
Romero (2015) extended the work of Choi and 
Yang (2009). In his study, there are four 
categories that depict various aspects of social 
media; communica:on model, collabora:on 
model, sharing model, and entertainment model.  

In this project we use the category of Kennedy, 
H. (2016) [11] and will make make use of user-
generated content sites. 

 

Figure [2]:  Kennedy, H. (2016), the categories of 
social media  

SMM analyzes link data and content 
data on social media 

Link data and content data are frequently 
available on social media. Link data represents 
the interac:ons users have with other users, and 
content data is generated by users when using 
social media.  

Characteristics of social media data 

Social media data are largely user-
generated content on social media sites. 
Social media data are vast, noisy, 
distributed, unstructured, and dynamic. 
These characteris:cs pose challenges to 
data mining tasks to invent new efficient 
techniques and algorithms.  
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Figure[3]: a typical commercial social media 
mining tool [14] 

2.2.2 Uses 
UGC is a valuable resource across several 
industries who want to know the trends, 
opinions, preferences among the online public. 
This include business development, social 
science research, health services, and 
educa:onal purposes. 

Gaining commercial insights is probably the 
biggest use of social media mining, since users 
could share the experiences that they have 
while using a par:cular product/service. This 
kind of mining can be conducted by internal 
researches in companies, external SMM 
agencies, or with online products. 

SMM is also used by social scien:st for social 
science research [13],  for Health services and 
educa:onal purpose. 

2.2.3 Technologies  

The uniqueness of social media data calls for 
novel data mining techniques that can 
effec:vely handle user-generated content with 
rich social rela:ons.  

Sta:s:cs analysis is a basic technology  of social 
media mining. SMM also oDen involves the use 
of machine learning, which empowered the 
technologies of image recogni:ons and NLP 
(Natural Language Processing). 
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2.2.4 general data 
mining process.  
The general approach is to learn about the 
context first and then use appropriate 
techniques. This built the base for the approach.  
Problem emerge: However, for the qualita:ve 
data mining, we need to be explore the 
specifica:on. 

S o c i a l m e d i a c o n t a i n m a s s 
documentation of human experience, 
yet is hard to be reached by emotion 
designers. 

 

Figure [4]: an illustration of the general data 
mining process 
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2.3 User-
generated 
content 

Given the defini:on of social media, we can see 
that user-genera:ng content is the core of social 
media and it is the main data source of social 
media mining. It is any form of content, such as 
images, videos, text and audio, that have been 
posted by users on online plaqorms.  
UGC represents the democra:za:on of content 
produc:on and the flalening of tradi:onal 
media hierarchies. TIME Magazine named "You" 
as the Person of the Year in 2006[12], referring 
to the rise in the produc:on of UGC on Web 2.0 
plaqorms.  
Social media users have implicit incen:ves to 
create UGC[13]. The most common one is social 
incen:ves, which engage the users as an ac:ve 
member of a community, such as interac:ng 
with friends on Facebook or gaining followers 
on Twiler. Social incen:ves also include the 
ability to connect users with others, like sharing 
their lives with others. 

The core of social 
media is user-
generated content. 

 
Figure [5]: TIME Magazine named "You" as the 
Person of the Year in 2006 

2.4 Instagram   

Instagram (also known informally as IG or Insta) 
is an American photo and video-sharing social 
networking service.  

Popularity  

Instagram is one of the most popular social 
media plaqorm. It has gained 1 billion users as 
of May 2019. It was announced to be the 4th 
most downloaded mobile app of the decade, 
from 2010 to 2019. As of June 2016, 95 million 
posts are made every day [27].  
Instagram now has 1 billion monthly ac:ve 
users. Over 60% of users log in daily, making it 
the second most engaged network aDer 
Facebook [27]. 

Functions  

1. Hashtags  
Since 2011, Instagram introduced hashtags to 
help users discover both photos and each other. 
Instagram encourages users to make tags both 
specific and relevant, rather than tagging generic 
words like "photo", to make photographs stand 
out and to alract like-minded Instagram users. 

Users on Instagram have created "trends" 
through hashtags. Examples of popular trends 
include #tbt, in short for “throwback Thursday” , 
in which people post reminisce photos, as 
usually social media is supposed to show the 
“here/now/recently. 

2. Explore 
Instagram also introduced "Explore", a tab inside 
the app that displays popular photos, and the 
ability to search for people, hashtags, and 
loca:ons (Figure [6]). 
      
3. Post 
Users can posts up to 10 images or video in a 
post. When viewing the post, it is displayed as a 
card, which consist of: the images, the user’s 
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name and profile, the comments, bulons to like, 
comment, send to the others and save. 
Underneath is the users who liked this post and 
the :me. 

4. Instagram Stories 
Images uploaded to a user's story expire aDer 24 
hours.  It can be seen as a collage where users 
can add photos, texts, hashtags, loca:ons, and 
music. 

5. Advertising 
Instagram began its mone:za:on in 2013, 
which allows adver:sements to appear as a post 
in users’ informa:on flow. It means that when 
reading Instagram posts with mobile phone, 
adver:sements will occasionally appear, but 
they will not appear in search results.  

Demographics  

1. Gender  
While Instagram has a neutral gender-bias 
format, 43% of Instagram users are female 
while 31% are male [28]. 

2. Age  
According to Sta:sta[29], 75% of 18–24 
year olds in US use Instagram, followed by 
57% of 25–20 year olds, 47% of 30–49 year 
olds, 23% of 50–64 year olds, and 8% of 65+ 
year olds. 

 
Diagram [5] Age demographics of Instagram. 
Datasource from [29] 

Figure [6]: Instagram’s searching function allows 
for people, hashtag and location 

Figure [7]: Components of an Instagram post 
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03  
Find the 
bridge from 
social media 
mining to 
emotion 
design 
Since we are exploring the possibili:es to u:lize 
UGC in emo:on design, what is the specific 
connec:on between the two fields? What is the 
biggest value of the vast UGC for emo:on 
design? And what are designers’ concern to it? 
In this chapter, through a series of inves:ga:ons 
and interviews, I tried to  these ques:ons and 
brought forward a proposi:on.   
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3 .1 Investigating 
the key ingredients 
of emotion-driven 
design  

3.1.1 Goal 
First of all, in order to discover if emo:on design 
had poten:al connec:ons with user-generated 
content, I inves:gated the current ingredients 
and materials that were used in emo:on design. 

RQ1: Which part of UGC have the 
most potential link with emotion 
design?  

3.1.2 Method 
I collected materials used in Design for Emo4ons, 
an elec:ve course in the faulty of industrial 
design engineering, DelD University of 
Technology (hereinaDer called IDE TU DelD), 
which passes on the knowledge of emo:on 
deign through prac:ces, as well as the website 
of Emo:on Studio[18], who conduct emo:on 
design researches to empower companies and 
organiza:ons. The ingredients had helped 
designers in understanding their target users’ 
emo:onal concerns and designing for them. 

3.1.2 Key findings 
Personal stories 

By comparing the ingredients with UGC on 
social media, I found that the target group’s 
personal expressions about their inner 
experiences in emoDonal events, based on the 
targeted contexts , have much similarity with 
UGC on social media.  

In the technique of “deep need discovery”[18], 
designers collect relevant customer needs on 
cards, with supported by stories, quotes, and 
pictures of the people(Figure [8]).  

Figure [8]: Stories to illustrate user needs. Credit: 
Emotion Studio[19] 

In the elec:ve course of Design for Emo4on, a 
methodology were introduced to interview and 
capture moments when users have emo:ons 
during the use of a product. Each moments was 
recorded as a card, with the user’s situa:on and 
picture, the emo:on, what happened at the 
moment, quotes from the user, and a picture of 
the situa:on. The designers would later on do 
deeper interviews with the user over these 
cards.  

Besides, stories were also used to grow 
understanding on different emo:ons in the 
elec:ve course: novice emo:on designers had 
the prac:ce to record a story of themselves 
when they experienced a certain emo:on 
(Figure [9]). These experiences were collected 
on cards for display and discussion. 
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Figure [9]: Cards to capture users’ moments with 
emotions. Credit: Design for Emotion Syllabus [19] 

The link with UGC 

3. Personal events 
As introduced in chapter 2, user-generated 
contents are the mul:-media contents that 
people share on social media. One of the big 
composi:ons of these contents are the sharing 
of lives. On social plaqorms such as Twiler, 
Instagram, Facebook, the intrinsic  mo:ves and 
encouraging design of the plaqorms promote 
the sharing of personal events.  

Although the personal stories in emo:on design 
ingredients were carefully collected from 
deliberate interviews, the experiences shard on 
social media s:ll have value, because they are 
generated in natural circumstances, vast in 
quan:ty and easy to harvest. 

4. Rich visuals and quotes 
Another common point was that the stories 
used in emo:on design are empowered by visual 
elements and quotes, which easily relate people 
to the moments. On social media such as 
Instagram, the images and text are generated by 
the users, which mean that they can poten:al 
reveal the users’ perspec:ves. 

Discussion 

Personal expressions of emo:onal events are 
important ingredients in emo:on design. Due to 
the spontaneous sharing of personal events and 
the rich contents, UGC seems to be a poten:al 
resource in a way of harves:ng such personal 
experiences. 

Furthermore, the former mining of social media 
also have am emphasize on the subjec:ve 
meaning of posts, such as sen:ment analysis. It 

is possible that technologies can support the 
use of social media data in this way. 
 

Figure [10]: A story to illustrate “doubt” emotion, 
generated by novice designers in emotion design  
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3.2 Interviews 
with designers 

3.2.1 Goal  
I conducted several interviews to see if 
UGC has emerged to designers, as well as to 
understand the designers’ concerns 
towards UGC. The objec:ve was to 
iden:fy the possible role of UGC in 
emo:on design projects. Therefore, the 
following research ques:ons were 
stressed: 

RQ2: How is UGC currently used by 
designers in emotion design projects?  

RQ3: How do designers currently 
perceive UGC as a data source to be 
utilized in emotion design? 

3.2.2 Method 
Participants  

4 master students from the DelD University of 
Technology, the faculty of Industrial Engineering 
par:cipated in this study. These students had 
experiences in doing emo:on design projects 
during elec:ve courses or gradua:on projects. 
The par:cipants were each prepared with a set 
of social media data or online social media 
mining tools that are relevant to their project 
topics. An overview can be seen in Table [1]. 

Table [1]: participants and their provided social 
media data 

Procedure  

A semi-structured interview was conducted 
with the participants, each consisting of 
three parts: 

1. The participants introduced their 
project objectives.

2. They were asked about if they have 
used any kind of online 
investigations including social 
media and how did they helped the 
project. 

3. The prepared data source or data 
mining tools were introduced to the 
participants. After a try, they were 
asked if this kind of data would 
have contributed to their projects, 
why and why they wouldn’t.

Former 
practice in 
emotion 
design

Provided social 
media data

P1 Graduation 
project on 
emotional 
eating

FoodMood[20]: a 
statistic data 
mining tool based 
on sentiment 
analysis of Twitter 
posts.

P2 Graduation 
project on 
young cancer 
patient cancer 

Instagram pictures 
with hashtags about 
emotions

P3 An emotion 
design sprint 
about Station 
Deflt 

Instagram post 
stream at location 
“Station Delft”

P4 An workshop of 
using Twitter 
data to 
research 
mental well-
being

The participant’s 
own research data
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3.2.3 Key findings 
From the interviews, some online inves:ga:ons 
had been adopted in their short-term or long-
term projects. This included searching on 
Google for relevant terms, going through some 
online forums, Q&A plaqorms, reading 
interviewee’s Instagram blogs. 

H o w e v e r , t h e y h a d s e l d o m d o n e a 
comprehensive search with user-generated 
content on social media. Some:mes, they follow 
specific persons’ profiles on social media. For 
example , P2 indiv idual ly checked her 
interviewee’s background informa:on before 
their first mee:ng. However, they did not see 
UGC as a source of reference. 

The doubts on UGC  

ADer a discussion on why not social media was 
not referred, several main reasons were 
summarized: 

1) The experiences mentioned in social 
media posts are not able to be validated. 

Usually, designers rely on knowledge gained 
from field research or literature research, which 
are able to trace back and validate. Since 
designers do not have a direct dialogue with the 
UGC creators or know the person, the one-
direc:onal and unvalidated informa:on was not 
convincing. 

“I didn’t interview 
them by my self, so I 
couldn’t be sure about 
the experiences. 
Because  I couldn’t 
validate them.” 
- Participant 1 

2) The emo:ons expressed in UGC may not 
reflect genuine emo:ons. 

In a social media environment, it was not hard to 
understand that people will not express their full 
emo:onal experiences in public. Emo:ons can 
be overstated, hidden, or stressed to support 
one point of view. 

“I guessed the results 
from these platforms 
would be more 
emotional.”   
- Participant 2 

3) Social media posts are published with less 
deliberaDons   

Compared with serious media, the general :me 
spent to create a piece of UGC is short, which 
means that the content may not be created aDer 
many reflec:ons. For example, Par:cipant 2 
shared a website that collects stories of cancer 
pa:ents. 

 
Figure [11]: a website that was preferred for more 
deliberate stories 

“It doesn’t matter if 
they (the Instagram 
posts) are rational or 
not, but I do want 
something deliberate 
to read, like on this 
website. It is a more 
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serious platform, so 
when they write, they 
100% mean it.” - 
Participant 2 

4) Some social media mining technologies are 
not convincing 

I introduced FoodMood (Figure [12]) as a data 
mining tool to Par:cipant 1. FoodMood 
specified food names from Twiler posts 
specified the post’s geographic loca:on, and 
used sen:ment analysis to judge the author’s 
a~tude toward the food was posi:ve or 
nega:ve. A data visualiza:on of people’s choices 
and a~tudes toward foods in different kinds of 
countries can be viewed. 

 
Figure [12]: FoodMood, which measures global 
sentiment of Twitter’s food posts 

Par:cipant 1 first got curious about the tool, but 
aDer playing around it, she became doubqul. It 
was interes:ng to find out that “pizza” was 
men:oned the most in The Netherlands, but the 
“moods” judged by algorithms was not 
c o n v i n c i n g . Fo r e x a m p l e , “ P i z z a f o r 
breakfast ????” was measured as posi:ve.  

Besides, Par:cipant 1 stressed another doubt: 
Anyone can post in The Netherlands, like 
interna:onal students and travelers. So the 
na:onality here cannot represent Dutch people. 

The bright side of UGC 

There are many reasons why UGC on social 
media is not relevant. However, it is not always 
the case. 

 
5) Some posts can load a complete story 
I showed par:cipant 2 many Instagram posts 
w i t h h a s h t a g s l i ke “d e p r e s s e d ” a n d 
“happy” (Figure [13]). She had different opinions 
upon them:  

Figure [13]: two different Instagram posts shown to 
participant 2 

One post consisted of a short sentence: “Do you 
think I ever card?” and a photo of the author. 
The par:cipant considers this post not helpful 
as it did not show a complete story. 
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“I think what I needed 
was complete stories 
about how to find a 
way out in those 
difficulties, which 
would be more 
complicated. These 
stories are just 
fragments in life. For 
example, a lot of 
photos of people being 
bold would not help 
me, while a store 
about how to deal with 
the change on his or 
her body image would 
help.” 
 - Participant 2 

Another post had hundreds of words, describing 
an experience of how the author defined and 
made her dream home and a picture of DIY with 
her daughter. It tuned out to be helpful. 

“This kind of posts 
would be helpful to 
me! If the posts were 
from cancer patients 
and my goal was to 
understand which part 

in the house would 
make them happy.” - 
Participant 2 

6) Designers can deduct emo:ons from UGC 

Furthermore, aDer going through Instagram 
posts located in Sta:on DelD, Par:cipant 3 
found out that there may be an emo:on of 
:redness on Monday morning train Sta:ons.   

Figure [14]: An Instagram post located in Station 
Delft 

7) The variety of social media can be an 
interes:ng source of inspira:on 

Par:cipant 1 men:oned that Twiler data 
brought her some interes:ng perspec:ves.  

“They could be helpful 
when I am writing my 
brief, and they could 
draw my interests, 
because I’m not 
experiencing in this 
context.”  
- Participant 1 
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3.2.4 Discussion  
The interviews were set out to inspect the 
designers’ experiences with and concerns on 
user-generated content on social media to help 
with emo:on design. It was observed that the 
designer did not yet have the no:on to use UGC 
as a data source. 

From discussions over available social media 
data, it appeared that designers are conscious of 
the bias in social media. An image of social 
media content was that hey are fragment:   
- Emo:onal moments but not complete stories: 

designers cannot see the before and aDer or 
know the reasons behind the emo:ons 

- Expression but no explana:on: people can be 
performa:ve or too emo:onal, emo:ons may 
be exaggerated 

- Fast but not deliberate: the informa:on can 
be less representa:ve or reliable 

Furthermore, there seems to be a mismatch of 
objec:ves between emo:on-driven design and 
current social media mining tools. When 
introduced with available data mining tools, the 
sta:s:cs of big data brought inspira:on but also 
loses the interest in long run. 

Meanwhile, there are some user-generated 
content on social media that bring inspiraDons 
to the designers. 

For designers in emoDon design, the reasoning 
is important. They care about the whole of 
experience, how people behave, how they made 
their ways out, what did they choose. However, 
the so far data minings inves:gate the dynamics 
of people or social phenomenon as a whole. 
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3.3 A practice 
to integrate 
social  media 
data into 
design 
process 

3.3.1 Goal 
In the last sec:on, the results from pre-set data 
mining tools did not bring useful informa:on for 
emo:on design. What if designers can do social 
media mining with their own interests?  

RQ4: Can designers make sense of big 
social media data and integrate them 
into the design process?  

RQ5: What challenges will they meet? 

With these ques:ons, I alended a workshop 
held at the Industrial Design Engineering Faculty 
of TU DelD, with designers as the par:cipants. 
The :tle of the workshop was ‘Reframing 
Student’s Mental Well-Being Using Big Data’. 
The workshop was run as part of a research 
project about how designers can use big data 
analysis in the design process.  

The objec:ve of alending this workshop was to 
experience and observe how designers can 
manipulate big data and how it can be linked 
with design. 

ADer the workshop, the par:cipants did 
reflec:ons on the workshop, which will be 
shared in this sec:on. 

3.3.2 Method 
The dura:on of the workshop is 5 days, 
consis:ng of approximately 7 hours a day. 
Par:cipants were divided into 2 teams. I joined 
one of the groups as a group member. 

A dataset was given to each group, consis:ng of 
11 million tweets that had the word ‘stress, 
depression, ADHD’ in them. Each group 
analyzed the data intending to extract insights 
for the design of mental well-being. In the end, a 
design concept was supposed to be developed 
based on the findings. 

Some tools were introduced, including linguis:c 
visualiza:on tools that could generate word 
cloud and networks, python scripts to look for 
verbs and nouns, scrawling websites that shows 
the quan::es of the post through :me. 

3.3.3 Key findings 
Big data can be integrated to design 
processes  

In the end, we successfully generated insights 
from big data that supported us to generate a 
design concept. It proved that social media data 
is possible to be integrated by designers into 
the design project. 
Furthermore, we observed that this was done 
through a process of raising ques:ons and 
valida:ng it. For example, by seeing a cut-down 
on the quan:ty of students’ Twiler posts with 
mental health issues when vaca:on began, team 
A started to look for reasons from the original 
posts. The process is modeled in Figure [15]. 
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Figure [15] From the reflection, we generated a 
model of making and validating assumptions from 
the big data 

The urge to look at the original data  

From the reflec:on, the two groups both 
no:ced the importance of looking at the original 
data.  
One of the group learnt from the failure that 
they need to look at the original data first. 
Group B explored word cloud visualiza:on tools 
using different filters (Figure [16]), then aDer a 
while, they felt they were falling into a loop 
because they keep repea:ng it without ge~ng 
more understanding of the text. 

 
Figure [16] The use of word cloud without 
understanding the original corpus made group B fall 
into a meaningless loop 

This was consistent with other researches in the 
field of mining which argued that it is crucial to 
get familiar with the original data before 
automa:c analysis[8][21]: in large-scale social 
media data analysis, faulty assumpDons are 
likely to arise if automaDc algorithms are used 
without taking a qualitaDve look at the data. 

Moreover, this was reflecDng the lack of 
approaches in a social-media-data-integrated 
design, because the just-men:oned principle 
belongs to the basic of data mining. 

Use Qualitative skills as a designer  

During the process, what empowered both of 
the groups was the applicaDon of  qualitaDve 
analysis on the original data. The quotes turned 
out to be insighqul with the original quotes. 
We reflected that the original content generated 
by the users reflect what they say, do, and make.  

 
Figure [17]: The manual qualitative analysis on the 
original Twitter posts with Excel, which was finally 
adopted and found powerful in understanding the 
big data  

  
Allowing for fuzziness  

The Process of reading, exploring and making 
use of the data, the assump:on making and 
valida:on took a lot of back and forwards. And 
this was part of the normal in designers u:lizing 
social media data, according to the study of 
Péter (2018). 

The threshold in using data analysis 
tools 

The par:cipants of the workshop are junior 
designers with no hands-on experience with 
data explora:on. According to their reflec:on, 
there was an imaginary high threshold for 
processing data. Meanwhile, some tools for data 
visualiza:on (e.g. the word cloud) have their 
inherent alrac:veness for designers, which 
might not lead to the right way of data analysis. 

-
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“Currently, the 
threshold to explore 
data is still not low 
enough cause it's not 
clear what can we do 
with data before we 
learn certain skills or 
tools, which 
sometimes takes more 
unnecessary efforts, 
and limits the 
outcome.” 
- Participant N 

3.3.4 Discussion  
In the study, it was found that designers are able 
to derive insights from social media data and 
integrate them to the design process. The data 
f ro m s o c i a l m e d i a i s p a r t o f d i g i t a l 
ethnography, and it is mixed informa:on among 
several levels: what people say, do, think and 
feel [16]. 

However, although equipped with algorithmic 
tools, making use of data sDll relied much on 
the designer's capability of doing diverging 
research and extracDng insights from 
interpreDng the data. Data cannot tell its own 
story, the palerns will only be found based on 
the designer's interpreta:on.  

Comparing with the finding in sec:on 3.2, 
maybe the reason the analysis tools would not 
be meaningful to designers was that reading 
diagrams generated by staDsDcs did not bring 
designers closer to the users’ experiences. 
Then it naturally comes to mixed methods to 
sort the informa:on and find insights: checking 

the frequency of relevant words, skimming the 
filtered tweets, and coding.  

There were also lots of back and forth during 
the explora:on when trying certain keywords or 
querying certain periods that did not lead to any 
palerns and then trying other words or periods, 
which is similar to a common design process. At 
the end of the explora:on, both groups found 
useful insights and came up with valuable 
concepts by textual analysis of the data, which 
combines quan:ta:ve and qua l i ta:ve 
approaches. 

As a designer, to select the relevant aspects of 
the database to explore is the first step, and it 
depends on our own knowledge about the topic. 
On the other hand, with data mining techniques 
such was machine learning and NLP being more 
widely applied, the next step can be integra:ng 
the technology into the tools for non-experts. 

“What we did to quantitatively analyze 
the data is checking the number of 
relevant tweets and the keyword 
frequency. Although we got insights from 
the findings, there was still much to 
discover from other perspectives.”

“ Looking at numbers 
won’t make things 
more interesting 
unless we can zoom in 
to the original moment 
and see the why. ” 
- Participant Q 

The quan:ta:ve approach (computa:onal 
linguis:cs/NLP tools) provides broad and quick 
scan to discover in the ini:al corpus and verify 
assump:ons, and also show the differences 
among various channels. Meanwhile, the 
qualita:ve approach (discourse analysis) helps to 
dig and examine the intent and meaning behind 
the social media post. 
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3.4 Proposit ion  

3.4.1 Synthesize the 
findings 
Meaningful personal stories  

From 3.1 we learnt that UGC have the poten:al 
to offer emo:on deign rich personal expressions 
about emo:onal events with user-generated 
images and quotes. This was further approved 
when a personal story drew the designer’s 
interest in 3.2 and the quotes was used for 
qualita:ve analysis in 3.3. 

Therefore, I see the value to make the 
meaningful stories usable for emoDon design.  

Motivate designers to take a closer 
look at original UGC 

Social media data has a broad poten:al to 
inspire emo:on design because of the large 
quan:ty and dynamic informa:on. These 
features also can cause a challenge of making 
use of it.  

In the workshop in 3.3, we learnt that to make 
use of these social media data, many sta:s:cs 
tools are available, but individually using them 
fail to provide insights into users, because 
looking at numbers and graphs cannot get 
designers closer to the meanings in the UGC. 
Designers have to get familiar with the original 
data before hands. Moreover, currently 
designers almost have to learn from the failure 
that they need to look at the original data first. 

From sec:on 3.2, we see that currently, social 
media data is playing an inspiring but noisy role 
for designers to do emo:on design. Catching 
some deliberate or inspiring UGC can help the 
designers to beler know about their target 
group. But when going through general user-
generated content, designers actually see lots of 
fragments that hide the valuable contents.  

It seems that staDsDcs tools or the unfiltered 
social media data themselves did not take 
designers closer to the users’ personal 
experiences. 

Therefore, I see the value to bring designers 
closer to the original content when they look at 
big data. 

Data literacy  

Another aim I want to achieve through this 
prac:ce was to enhance the designers’ data 
literacy when they make use of the data from 
social media. Because the former educa:on on 
design did merely include data analysis, a lot of 
designers meet threshold when involving big 
data. Data literacy involves three aspects: being 
able to read data, work with data and argue with 
data [22]. This have been pursued by a lot of 
people as data is becoming a crucial part of 
nowadays industries and our lives. The former 
prac:ces include Bhargava (2016)[23] who 
presented  DataBasic. 

The proposition 

By synthesizing the findings in this chapter, the 
proposi:on of this project is to develop for 
designers whom are not experienced in data 
analysis an academic tool that make UGC 
usable for emoDon design by helping designer 
find meaningful stories generated by their 
target group. It is out of an a]empt to nudge 
people to take a closer look at the original 
content that generated big data and to equip 
designers with data literacy. 
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3.5 Instagram as 
the project  
scope 

3.5.1 Goal 
To narrow down the project scope, I decided to 
choose one plaqorm as the scope of the 
following research and design. 

3.5.2 Method 
I examined the classifica:on of social media 
plaqorms and compared with the following 
criteria: 

1. Does the plaqorm have frequent use in 
academic researches? 

2. Will people post daily experienced on the 
plaqorm? 

3. Does the plaqorm support longer contents? 
4. Is most of the UGC publicly visible? 
5. Is the UGC on this plaqorm  image-rich? 

3.5.3 Result  
The following table shows the comparison. From 
the comparison, Instagram was selected as the 
target plaqorm. 

3.6 Chal lenges 
from the real ity 

3.6.1 Goal 
ADer determining the project’s proposi:on, I 
had a focus group session to discuss what facts 
should be aware of when pursuing this 
proposi:on.  

RQ6: what facts are challenging the 
utilization of social media UGC? 

3.6.2 Method 
Participants  

The par:cipants were 6 master students from 
IDE, TU DelD. They were pursuing track Design 
for Interac:on and Integrated Product Design. 

Procedures 

As a sensi:zing ac:vity, the designers were 
asked to use Instagram app to search for 
personal experience about “babyfeeding”.  

ADer searching for a while, we started to discuss 
around a ques:on: What are challenging them 
to find stories that reflect personal experiences 
as well as the emo:on concerns?  

In the end, the challenges were clustered and 
concluded together with the group. 

Key findings 

1. The noisy, unstructured nature of 
social media data 

Social media data are vast, noisy, unstructured, 
and dynamic in nature. It is the same as 
Instagram. First, people can experience a series 
of irrelevant informa:on when searching for 

Facebook Twitter Instagram 

1 Y Y Y

2 Y Y Y

3 Y N Y

4 N Y Y

5 Y N Y
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personal experience, which is a mixture of 
adver:sements, artworks, photography, not on-
topic posts(Figure[18]). Secondly,  not like Q&A 
placorms, the UGC on social placorms was not 
created for answering a quesDon. Therefore, 
when people does not search with a specific 
ques:on, it is easy to get lost. 

Figure [18]: some results of searching #babyfeeding 
on Instagram  

2. “Fake documentary” 
With the increasing commercializa:on of 
Instagram, too much adver:sements act as 
spam when searching for genuine experiences.  
Furthermore, we suffer from fake documentary 
(see instagram lifestyle marke4ng [25]) : the 
boundary between personal stories and 
commercials is increasingly vague. And this kind 
of Ads are hard to be detected by machines. 
This is however a coin with :e sides: a 
commercial that is created through user 
research can also reflect the user’s wants and 
needs. We should not take them as definitely 
useless informa:on. 

3. Bias in expressing emotions in UGC 
People’s concerns are stable but what they 
share in public is flexible.  
One aspect of the bias is that the emo:ons 
people share vary by plaqorms. For example, 
sharing nega:ve emo:ons was rated the lowest 
as appropriate when compared with with 
WhatsApp, Facebook and Twiler in the study of 
Waterloo, S. F. et al (2018)[26].  
Moreover, the informa:on exchange on 
Instagram is rather one-direc:onal. Even if there 
is reply func:on, the reply are rather posi:ve. 
The real conversa:ons are not happening on 
Instagram. Give facts like this and our 
experiences on Instagram, we deducted that 
Instagram may not be a proper channel to 
invesDgate people’s needs, but a perfect 
channel to inspect their dreams. 

“People show off on 
Instagram , and the 
others say something 
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nice in the comment. 
This is the norm.”  
- Participant M.  

4. Knowledge gap with data analysis 
It was similar in the finding from 3.3 that we 
designers have knowledge gap in terms of how 
to mine social media. As a consequence, we do 
not know what take-away to expect by mining 
social media and therefore can not make a plan. 
Therefore, the expecta:on management should 
be taken into considera:on. How can we help 
formulate the designer’s ques:on? Maybe it can 
be an assump:on map or ques:on map. 

5. Unknown about the creators  
People's personal informa:on are less 
transparent on Instagram. The privacy of users 
are highly protected. For example, gender is not 
visible on the user profile, people can set their 
profile as private in any :me; we cannot March 
for posts if it is not tagged with hashtags or 
places. Therefore, how to specify the target 
users becomes a challenge. 

eRestriction from layout and searching 
functions 
With Instagram, Each search is a global search, 
which is searching in all the data on Instagram, 
and we cannot combine hashtag. This made us 
unable to define our searching scope. 

6. Personalization in searching results 
To design for searching, personaliza:on is a 
common technique. We always want the results 
to be more and more relevant as we search. But 
on the other hand, we do not want to be more 
and more limited by what we already knew. 

Key findings 

“ Noise, no clear 
expectations, loss in the 
exploration, bias from 
the authors, knowledge 
gap, lack of overview, 
unknown post 
motivation, difference 
searching ability, 
different experience 
with instagram, 
commercial , layout & 
searching restriction. ”  
(Conclusion of challenges generated from a 
target group session) 
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3.7 Conclusions 
Chapter 3 

UGC’s similarity to the ingredients 
in emotion design 

RQ1: Which part of UGC have the 
most potential link with emotion 
design? 

In emo:on design, one import ingredient is the  
personal experiences. This have similarity to 
UGC, as on social media, people also talk about 
their personal experiences and share emo:onal 
events.  
Moreover, the personal stories are paired with 
user-generated images and quotes. 
Therefore, it called for the proposi:on to make 
the meaningful stories usable for emo:on 
design. 

Current role of UGC in design for 
emotion 

RQ2: How is UGC currently used by 
designers in emotion design projects? 
Currently, some online inves:ga:ons had been 
adopted, including the use of Google, online 
forums, Q&A plaqorms, interviewee’s Instagram 
blogs. 
However, many designers had seldom done a 
comprehensive search with UGC on social 
media.  

RQ3: How do designers currently 
perceive UGC as a data source to be 
utilized in emotion design? 
Currently, social media data is playing an 
inspiring but noisy role for designers to do 
emo:on design.  

To make use of UGC, the reasoning behind the  
story is important. There are some user-
generated content on social media that bring 
inspira:ons to the designers, and they are 
however hidden with the other fragment  UGC. 

The mining of social media data by 
designers  

RQ4: Can designers make sense of big 
social media data and integrate them 
into the design process?  
ADer an empirical study, we have see that social 
media data is possible to be integrated by 
designers into the design project. 
Moreover, the qualita:ve analysis skill is 
powerful in understanding the UGC. 

RQ5: What challenges will they meet? 

1. Lacking approaches in data mining, 
especially to look at the original data, and 
the. 

One of the basic of data mining is that in large-
scale social media data analysis, faulty 
assump:ons are likely to arise if automa:c 
algorithms are used without taking a qualita:ve 
look at the data.  
However, being unknown about this, designers 
take detours to make social media dat 
meaningful.  

2. The sta:s:cs nature of data analy:c tools 
Currently, the choosable da:ng tools fall into 
complex data mining tools, like Python and 
Gephi, and basic tools like excel.  

These tools all belong to sta:s:c analysis, which 
cannot provide qualita:ve insights to designers. 
Therefore, making use of data s:ll relied much 
on the designer's capability of doing diverging 
research and extrac:ng ins ights from 
interpre:ng the data 

Data literacy 

Data literacy is pursued in through the project, 
which includes three aspects: being able to read 
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data, work with data and argue with data 
Schield, M. (2004). 

The proposition  

By synthesizing the findings in this chapter, it 
seems that the sta:s:cs tools or the unfiltered 
social media data themselves did not take 
designers closer to the users’ personal 
experiences. 
Therefore, the proposi:on of this project is 
generated: 

Develop a tool that 
make user-generated 
content on social media 
usable for emotion 
design, by helping 
designer find 
meaningful stories 
generated by their 
target group.  

It is out of an alempt to nudge people to take a 
closer look at the original content that 
generated big data and to equip designers with 
data literacy. 

The challenges 

RQ6: what facts are challenging the 
utilization of social media UGC? 
Due to the nature of Instagram data and 
thresholds in data analysis, there are several 
challenges: 

1. The noisy, unstructured nature of 
social media data 

2. “Fake documentary” 
3. Bias in expressing emotions in UGC 
4. Knowledge gap with data analysis 

5. Unknown about the creators  
6. Personalization in searching results 
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04 Explore 
the ways to 
mine the 
emotion 
stories 
In this phase, I explored and examined 
ways to discover meaningful stories 
step by step from Instagram. 



4.1 An init ial  
experiment with 
data mining 
approaches 

4.1.1 Goal  
How can we find meaningful stories from 
Instagram by conduc:ng certain ac:vi:es? To 
ini:ally explore this ques:on, I did an 
experiment by trying to find stories that are 
meaningful for a gradua:on project in IDE TU 
DelD. The objec:ve is to see the possibili:es 
and explore ways to reach stories that are 
relevant to a design topic. 

RQ7: What are the effective methods 
to find meaningful stories about a 
certain topic? 

4.1.2 Method 
Participants  

The “client” in this study is Designer F, a master 
student from Design for Interac:on whose 
project aims to reduce weight s:gma on social 
media. She has daily use of social media and has 
observed online weight s:gma quite oDen. Her 
target group was millennials social media users, 
both overweight and non-overweight. However, 
in her daily contact, there was not overweight 
people or people performing weight s:gma on 
others. Thus, in the beginning of her project, she 
wants to know about the daily experiences of 
overweight persons. 

Procedure  

I decided to discover stories about millennial 
overweight social media users' experiences in 
their daily life, so that Fan can probably have a 

beler understanding about their daily life and 
concerns. 

According to the literature review on former 
prac:ces of data mining (2.2), the explora:on 
process consisted of two cycles: 

1) Cycle 1: The aim was to explore the 
approaches to understand the original data, 
which are the posts around the topic of 
overweight. 

2) Cycle 2: ADer that, explora:ons were done 
on approaches to effec:vely analyze the 
data and discover stories. 

3) Evalua:on: When the stories are found, an 
interview was done with Designer F to 
evaluate this result.  

4.1.3 Cycle 1 
Goal  

Similar to general data mining approaches in 
academic field, the first objec:ve was to 
generate subjec:ve understanding on the data 
source.  

In this cycle, I did quick searching and reading 
on Instagram and with some basic Instagram 
analysis tools as much as possible so that I could 
generate a plan of how to filter out the relevant 
informa:on in the next step. In the end, it 
resulted in a scope-down, which was finding a 
hashtag that is used especially for describing the 
target group. Several ac:vi:es were found to be 
useful, and some findings were discovered. 

These ac:vi:es were naturally done out of 
ques:ons or problems emerged in the process. 
Therefore, in the later studies when designers 
wee asked to achieve the same goal, we will 
no:ce that most of these ac:vi:es were also 
spontaneously re-acted by the other designers,.  

Activities 

1. Browsing the content with funcDons built in 
the Instagram applicaDon  

As a social media plaqorm, Instagram has its 
own searching and reading flow that allow its 
users to explore his/her interested content. A 
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user can search for Instagram posts in 3 ways: 
searching for hashtags, people, or loca:ons. The 
user cannot search for keyword in the post 
unless it is edited as a hashtag. Neither can the 
user combine mul:ple hashtags in the same 
:me when he/she input the query. 

Under this condi:on, a series of inves:ga:ons 
were done: Searching for the hashtags that 
came in mind: e.g. #obesity #overweight #fat; 
browsing the post stream; clicking into 
interes:ng posts, skimming through the post 
and comments; clicking into the post creator or 
comment giver's profile; skimming through their 
profiles; clicking on more posts from them. 
clicking into the interes:ng hashtags included in 
one post; browsing the post stream of this 
hashtag. 

These ac:vi:es formed a loop un:l I became 
familiar with this online circle: I could discover 
and map out different roles in the context, learn 
about the community-specific terms and 
interes:ng hashtags. 

2. Using online Instagram analysis tools to 
examine the related hashtags  

During the explora:on, there seemed to be 
a lot of hashtags around the topic that have 
some rela:onship with each other. Some 
hashtags can oDen appear with another 
hashtag, and some are men:oned more 
oDen. To get a clearer picture of the 
overview, I found come online tools about 
Instagram hashtags. One example is 
Displaypurpose [30] which searches for 
what are the hashtags related to a given one. 
It can generate a network visualiza:on from 
the metadata in Instagram (Figure [21]).  

The network became helpful in picturing a 
clear rela:onship of the hashtags. It 
indicated what other hashtags can be 
alterna:ve to the given one, also giving an 
impression of what people are talking about 
when men:oning this hashtag. 

3. Using searching engines to understand 
unfamiliar terms 

Some medical terms, Internet slangs or 
Instagram-par:cular terms will appear in 
cap:ons or as hashtags. I turned to searching 
engines, which helped to understand the 
meanings. The searching engines included 
general plaqorms like Google, Wikipedia but 
also Urban Dic:onary[31](Figure [19]), an online 
slang dic:onary (also a UGC plaqorm) which 
was power for understanding slangs in this 
online environment. 

 
Figure [19]: Online slang dictionaries became 
powerful to help understand the posts. 

Result  

In the end, I became more familiar with this 
online context: 
1) I learnt terms that are especially used within 

some specific communi:es, e.g. “non-scale 
victories” indica:ng an ideal body building 
not  using scale as a standard, which was 
meaningful in the later interview as a 
posi:ve trend of thought in the overweight 
group. This way of learning bolom-up 
vocabulary has also been reported in 
literatures[32]. 

2) By clicking into a lot of user profiles, I found 
palerns in types of people who post and 
comments wi th overweight- re lated 
hashtags, which can be mapped so that it 
becomes clear when detailing the target 
groups later on. 

3) Some new hashtags were found, some of 
which led to a lot of meaningful contents. 
This will be discussed in “Key Findings”. 

4) In the end, I found “#fatgirl” a hashtag that is 
more accurate to the target group and has 
enough datasource to move on with. 
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Key findings  

1) [ The word using in hashtags is important, 
because similar words can lead to different 
content. ] 

It was consistent with former prac:ces in social 
media network analysis[33] that the choice of 
words malers whether the content would be 
relevant.  

Since "overweight" is a status with too many 
ways to refer to, not like "bonsai" in the next 
topic, I tried searching for a list of hashtags in 
the beginning (generated by brainstorming and 
online dic:onaries [4]): #obesity, #obese, 
#overweight, #fat, #curvy, #chubby, #fleshy, 
#large, #beefy, #stocky, #big, #plump, #chubby. 
Each words has nuanced meaning from each 
other.  
Will their results also different from each 
others’? I compared the content in two different 
ways, and the answer was yes.  

a) Examine through visual contents  
I collected the top results (liked by most and 
recent) and observed the contents. It became 
apparent that some hashtags (large, big, round, 
plump, fleshy) have too various interpreta:ons 
that they rarely direct to overweight. Some 
hashtags are used mostly by male (beefy, stock), 
some are for female but almost all showing 
posi:ve a~tude in the content (chubby, curvy), 
the other three have contents that show 
complex a~tudes. 

From this comparison, we can see that the 
results show palern in regard of what seman:c 
meaning the hashtag has. We can make them 
clear by mapping out an overview that reveals 
the difference so that we can choose the 
hashtag we can go on with searching. 

The searching results of a hashtag do lean to its 
semanDc meaning. When the hashtag has 
various interpretaDon, the results will also 
diffuse, which makes it not suitable to be used 
for mining.  

Actually, when trying out different words to 
describe "the meaning" in my mind, I was doing 
the same as the people who post. 

b) examine through related hashtags 

Related hashtags can also indicate contents in 
the search results. When searching for posts 
with #obesity, #overweight and #fat, I no:ced 
differences in the contents, which also 
correlated to the visualiza:ons of related 
hashtags generated by online tools. 

The contents of “#obesity" are more about 
health & medical terms like diabetes. (see the 
hashtag rela:on graphic); “#Overweight" is more 
about fitness & diet; "#Fat" s:ll has many 
contents about fitness & diet but also more 
nega:ve emo:onal ven:ng, specifically nega:ve 
emo:ons.  

This can be a fast way to detailedly specify 
hashtag differences. 
A drawback of this specific tool is that 1) only 
popular hashtags can be analyzed and 2) the 
visualiza:on can be polluted due to the 
ambiguity in words' meaning. In pic on the leD, 
the visualiza:on is polluted because "type1" 
means diabetes but also car model. 
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Figure [20]: using pop contents to specify hashtag 
meanings 
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Figure [21]: the hashyag networks around 
“#obesity” and “#fat” 
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4.1.4 Cycle 2 
Goal  

According to the general data mining 
approaches, this was the moment to choose 
appropriate data mining techniques.  

Therefore, the objec:ve of this cycle was to 
explore approaches and criteria to a search for 
the meaningful stories from hashtag #fatgirl, 
which had 1,345,066 posts by October, 2019. 

Activities 

1. Download the dataset 
I Downloaded 1000 posts with #fatgirl with an 
Instagram scraper called Instaloader[34].  
Have an overview in ImageSorter:  
Most of the pictures are selfies, foods, 
educa:onal illustra:ons, clothes commercials.  

2. Look for long and original posts. 
With the intui:veness as a designer, I sorted the 
posts by the size of the txt file, which can 
roughly represent the word count. I manually 
clean the data by filtering out non-English or 
Adver:sing posts. Then, I Skimmed through the 
posts from the longest one to the shorter ones. I 
did it un:l the posts were too short to be a 
complete story. By doing this, I could discover 
some interes:ng stories as in Sec:on 3.3.3, and 
it is not something I could do with the Instagram 
applica:on. 

In the end, from the 1000 posts, 12 posts were 
selected as long and original (Figure [23]). 

 
Figure [22]: Downloading and manually searching 
for meaningful posts 

3. Observe the hashtag 
I observed the hashtags added together with 
“#fatgirl”. It was interes:ng to find that 
Some hashtags themselves are subjecDve 
expressions.  

Therefore, I classified the hashtags: 

- PosiDve emoDons: #happy 

- VenDng negaDve emoDons : #anxiety 
#fatacceptanceisbullshit #f**kanxiety 
#pmddsucks #depression 

- Mood: #itried #be]erthanever 

- S t a n d a r d : # m o r e t h a n t h e s c a l e 
#effyourbeautystandards #dietsdontwork 
#bopo #fatandfabulous #selflove 

- A m t u d e : # t o m o r r o w w i l l b e b e ] e r 
#immyownsoulmate #ICanDoThis 
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- Goal: #WeddingDressMoDvaDon  

- CommuniDes: #curvygirl #size16 #biggirl 
#plussizebeauDes #pmdd #bingeeaDng #keto 

- Terms: #cheatday #cheatweek 

It was was interes:ng that the authors seem to 
created an online name of the emo:ons and 
concerns. For example, #be]erthanever 
represents a posi:ve mood. 

4. Read the posts 
I also read the posts and compare whether the 
emo:ons and concerns indicated in the 
hashtags would match that in the cap:ons. The 
results was that for most of the post, the 
emo:ons in the cap:ons matched the emo:ons 
in the hashtag. The excep:on was one post that 
used hashtags with nega:ve emo:ons because 
she wanted people who were depressed come 
to her for help, since people would search for 
hashtags like #depressed”. 

Besides, I also no:ced that posi:ve emo:ons 
were less men:oned in the hashtags but in the 
cap:ons. This was in line with [33] that people 
use hashtag as a way to vent nega:ve emo:ons. 

Key Findings 

1) Length can be a useful criteria to filter out 
informa:ve posts and relevant people.  

2) The linguis:c meaning of hashtags can 
indicate the post’s emo:ons and concerns, 

unless the hashtags are used to reach target 
audiences. 

3) People can have an Instagram account 
especially for pos:ng similar contents. In this 
way, people can regularly par:cipate to a 
topic. 

Figure [23]: The selected posts that contained 
enough information 
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4.1.5 Evaluation 
Goal 

Since several posts are selected b length from 
hashtag #fatgirl, would they be helpful the 
designer F? I invited designer F to do an 
evalua:on interview on the stories. 
Also, by le~ng designer F comment on these 
posts, I wished to know what defines the 
“meaningfulness” of the long stories. 

Method  

I asked her to read the 12 stories and tell why 
and why not each posts is useful.  

Result 

Design F’s goal of searching with Instagram was 
to understand beler about the experiences of 
being overweight. As a result, many but not all 
of the stories brought something new to 
designer F in different degrees.  

▲ Figure [24]: evaluating results with designer F 

Key findings 

By explaining why was a story useful and why 
not, I could see through some of her concerns 
towards the stories: 

1) Is the main idea relevant? 
Some:mes, the story men:oned being 
overweight but the main idea was not about 
overweight. “I think this story (of an overweight 
girl hiking to fight mental health issue) is more 
relevant to a 'hiking' project than an 'overweight' 
project.” - Designer F 

2) Is the main character representa:ve? 
The peop le who created the post i s 
representa:ve among the target group, like "a 
normal person". It can also be an extreme 
example that did happened in this group. Or it 
can be that the shared experience is typical. If it 
is typical, it is agreed by many other people in 
the comments. 

3) Is the story revealing any “why”? 
The story do not need to be long, but at least 
we should be able to see the "why" from the 
author. This is also an opinion by three of the 
interviewees, especially concerning the 
fragmented stories on social media. 

4) Is the issue meaningful? 
The story cannot become meaningful when the 
issue is so small that everyone can have, or it is 
a speech about the truth of life which can not 
be changed. "Ideally, what we know form the 
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story is somewhere in-between trifles and a 
speech of the truth of life, and more to the 
la]er side.” - Designer F 

From this interview, we can see what 
“relevance” mean to designers:  

[ to be relevant, a posts should be on-topic, 
reflecDng the “why”, generated by a 
representaDve person, and raising construcDve 
issue. ]  

It is not only about length, but we need some 
perspec:ves to see the meanings in the posts. 
This is expected to be discovered. 

4.1.6 Result 
The series of exploraDons and evaluaDons 
proved that there is a way to find meaningful 
stories through a set of acDviDes. Furthermore, 
the mining steps should be divided into two 
phases: rescoping and fi ltering. Before 
generaDng a task-relevant database, the 
designer should learn about the relevant 
context and language on social media. 
otherwise, the database for the mining would be 
less relevant because we do not target at where 
the way we par:cipate into a topic may differ 
from the way the target user do. 
  
In the end, a map of the process is generated 
(Figure [25]). 

As the map shows, the first phase is diffused. 
The designer can explore the context by 
jumping among posts, hashtags, people. At the 
end of phase 1, we are able to locate where the 
stories are, mainly in form of one hashtag or the 
combina:on of several hashtags. Therefore, a 
set of task-relevant data is generated by 
downloading posts with the reframed hashtags. 

In phase 2, there are ways to filter out 
meaningful posts according to the defini:on of 
“ m e a n i n g f u l n e s s ”. I n t h i s c a s e , t h e 
meaningfulness is that the post being 
informa:ve about the author’s experiences and 
feelings towards it. Therefore, in this case, the 
criteria would be the length, and whether it is 

non-adver:sement. In the later part of the 
project, we would explore other perspec:ves to 
find meaningfulness from the data. 

In the end, the result of the mining is a 
collec:on of posts, each being a story. We are 
able to look bak to the context of the story by 
clicking into the original and see the author’s 
profile past posts. 

When reading the result, the author can also 
choose to go on further explora:on by clicking 
into the hashtags inside the result posts. 

Over the process, some steps rely on human 
intui:on, and some can be done with the help 
with algorithms. 

4.1.7 Discussion  
1) The palerns in people who posted longer 

posts 

I took a screenshot of each author’s profile, Put 
the screenshots together and analyze the data in 
a table; found palerns and thought about the 
reasons. 
Through the small analysis I could observe that: 
- These authors post regularly in this topic. All 

of these creators made their Instagram 
account especially for regularly documen:ng. 
And each account has its theme, and it can be 
seen from their account name. For example, 
an overweight girl documents her keeping 
h i k i n g , w i t h t h e a c c o u n t n a m e : 
fatgirlonalongwalk. 3/12 also include “fat” in 
the account name. Besides, half of them have 
over 200 posts, 3/12 have over 800 posts.  

- These authors belong to the target group. 
Es:ma:ng from the photos, they were not 
slim persons. It was interes:ng in contrast to 
the fact that in the unfiltered search results of 
#fatgirl, a few non-overweight girls would 
also post with #fatgirl. It indicated that using 
long posts can also filter out irrelevant users. 

- The a~tude they have toward fat is however 
different: 8/12 are losing weight/shaping 
body, the other 2 taking “fat” or weight loss as 
self-iden:ty. 
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4.2 Verifying 
the role of 
hashtags in 
f inding 
meaningful  
stories 

In Sec:on 5.2, we have discussed about a 
finding that folk hashtags emerged as we 
explored around the topic of overweight. 
Actually, more findings in the explora:ons 
showed that hashtags would be an important 
role in finding the relevant contents. Therefore, I 
conceptualized the role based on literature and 
the experiences in 5.2. The objec:ve was to 
indicate how can we use hashtags in the data 
mining process.  

RQ8: What is hashtag’s role in finding 
meaningful stories? 

4.2.1 Literature research 
Hashtag is an important func:on in Instagram as 
well as one of the most-used way to gain 
relevant dataset in data minings. I did literature 
review about hashtags and its use in data 
mining.   

The motives of using hashtag  

According to [33], people use hashtags out of 
these drivers: self-presenta:on, chronicling, 
inven:veness, informa:on Seeking, ven:ng, and 
e:quele.  In-between, “chronic l ing”, 
“Inven:veness”, and “ven:ng” would be 
meaningful in the search for personal stories. 

The effect of hashtags 

When adding a hashtags in the post, one can 
choose between using a hashtag that is 
completely new and self-generated or a generic 
hashtag, a somewhat established hashtag used 
by many[33]. 

  
Reading hashtags  

On an experien:al level, a hashtag indicates a 
topic of a post, that is, what the post is “about”.  
Extending this func:on, Scol (2015) argues that 
hashtags do not only indicate a topic:  

Hashtags can also 
highlight a topic 
(without categorizing 
it, lacking “aboutness”) 
and contribute to the 
relevance of a post by 
allowing the poster to 
make implicit or 
explicit meanings, or 
contextual 
assumptions, 
accessible to her 
audience. In this way, 
a poster can use “the 
tag space to guide the 
reader towards the 
intended 
interpretation” 
- Scott (2015) 
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Social tagging as folksnomy 

Hashtags are described as a “folksnomy” in 
literatures about social media networking[35]
[36], meaning a user-driven classifica:on of 
informa:on.  
In the focus group discussion in 3.6, we 
discussed that a big challenge in finding 
personal stories in Instagram is the noisy and 
unstructured data. In 4.1, I also found that 
hashtags have differences by word using, can 
form a have network structure, and they have 
created new ways of naming feelings. These are 
in line with the former researches in hashtags as 
a folksonomy.  

“Social tagging on 
Instagram leads to the 
generation of a 
folksonomy, that is a 
collaborative, 
collective, and social 
organization, at the 
metadata level, of 
information entered by 
users” 
- Angius et al., (2014). 

Co-tag network 

There have been a series of research on the 
hashtag’s feasibili:es as an informa:on 
management system. The use of a folksonomy 
as a complex network has been introduced by 
Shen et al., (2015). They brought forward that, 
as folksonomy is a classifica:on system of web 
contents, the both sta:c and dynamic property 
of hashtags can serve to search and retrieve, 
related informa:on. As an applica:on, 

researchers like Jackson et al., (2018) ini:ated to 
use this complex network generated from the 
folksonomy as a marke:ng tool. 

These alempts has a relevant to our goal to 
define the accurate scope, because designers 
need to build correla:ons in the noisy, 
unstructured data source.  

Moreover, visualizing this network system is 
achievable by tools like Gephi. Figure [26]  is an 
example of mapping the hashtag network 
among three brands. With This was actually a 
giant visualiza:on, and any hashtag with less 
than 150 connec:ons to other hashtags were 
filtered out by the author. [37] 

 
Figure [26]: Hashtags network can  
be generated by algorithms from co-existing 
hashtags 
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4.2.2 Hashtags as 
personal expression 

On a micro perspec:ve, hashtags to reveal the 
main idea in a post, consisted with that hashtags 
can reveal the content and emo:onal state in 
the picture and cap:on[32].  

From the experiments, I found that the hasgtags’ 
meanings can represent emo:ons, standard, 
a~tudes and goals of the author. If these 
hashtags’ meanings can also be understood by 
designer, the hashtags can be a good keyword 
to code the post. 

I also no:ced the fact that some nega:ves were 
only men:oned in hashtags was in line with the 
former research indica:ng hashtags to be a way 
to vent nega:ve emo:ons[33]. This brings the 
chance of specifying nega:ve emo:ons, which 
was harder to be found in cap:ons.  

4.2.3 Hashtags as a gate 
On a macro perspec:ve: hashtags can be a gate 
to specific contents, which was consisted with 
social tagging as a folksonomy[35].  

I did another search with cats, the same palerns 
appeared that there are a lot of ways to classify 
the contents with different hashtags. As in 
Figure [27], four hashtags canals indicate a posts 
about traveling with cat. They are from generic 
to novel, and have different par:cipators. In 
between, #travelwithcats have enough accuracy 
and enough data source, which is proper to be 
selected as a research scope. Otherwise, 
choosing generic hashtags like #cats can bring a 
lot of irrelevant contents. 

Figure [27]: The quantities of posts tagged with 
hashtags differ by their word using, which reflects 
the folksonomy. 

Figure [28]: The hashtag-post-hashtag exploration 

4.2.4 Path to explore 
hashtags as a mind map  
Moreover, I also observed another role, which is  
the hashtags’ network structure as a mind map 

Comparing with co-tag network 

As in 5.3.1, co-tag network is a kind of data 
visualiza:on that can be automa:cally 
generated by computer.  
As in 5.2, the explora:on path of designers can 
also generate a manual “network” as the 
designer read a post and clicked in to an 
interes:ng hashtag, a new hashtags was found 
which is related to the former hashtag. In this 
way, the hashtags are in relaDons with each 
other in a meaningful way. In the end, the 
rela:ons will also form a network structure that 
is like a mind map (Figure [29]). 
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The path of designer’s 
exploration generates 
a qualitative network 
like a mind map.  
It is generated based 
on the natural network 
structure of hashtag 
folksonomy, but 
designers made 
choices to show the 
meaningful part of it.  

If zoom in to the network in Figure [26], we can 
see that the hashtags related to “#love” is 
“#beau:ful” and “#followme”. This was because 
they appear in a same posts for a lot of Dmes. 
However, knowing this relaDons does not not 
bring new knowledge to designers. 

Comparing the two networks, the computer 
network generates the rela:on by how oren 
one hashtag are used with another one by the 
users, the designer network reveals how the 
hashtags complement each other in the 
meaning. The different was out of the fact that 
some:mes people add a hashtag to show what 
this post belongs to, and some:mes they use it 
as a summary or part of their expression.  

These two types of network are both useful, 
because as a designer, we need to know, 
qualita:vely, what thoughts do people alach to 
a top ic , and we a l so need to know, 
quan:ta:vely, if a thought is admiled by many 
people.  

Therefore, we can see the poten:al of a mind 
map about a certain target that generated by 
hashtags. And the hashtags each can link to 
relevant posts, which act as original data, 
possibly like Figure [30]. 

Figure [29]: By opening an interesting hashtag in a 
post and repeat, the designer can generate a 
qualitative hashtag network. 

Classifying the meanings 

By classifying the hashtags by meaningful, there 
are 5 types of meaningful hashtags; (see figure 
[30]): 
1. Iden::es, communi:es to gather to a 

certain group of people; 
2. Term, concept to be referred to in a topic. 
3. Opinions, viewpoint, standards, a~tudes, 

goals that standalone; 
4. General emo:ons, standards, a~tudes, goals  

which become meaningful when combined 
with a topic; 
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4.2.3 Discussion 
From the three perspec:ves, it indicates that 
through doing a hashtag-post-hashatg 
explora:on, designer can discover meaningful 
hashtags as part of a qualita:ve knowledge 
network. It is a combina:on of the designer’s 
qualita:ve analysis and computa:onal network 
analysis. How oDen a hashtags is men:oned and  
how does it link the the central target group are 
both important. 
This way to manage the social media data can 
have prac:cal significance when it is hard to 
specific a target group on Instagram by personal 
profiles. 

 

Figure [30]: Different types of hashtag meaning 

Figure [31]: A network map generated by me after 
exploring “#fatgirl” 
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4.3 Testing the 
general ity  

4.3.1 Goal  
The former topic, overweight, was an emo:on 
rich context. However, is the process applicable 
to other topics? 

Therefore, I did another round of mining to test 
the generality. The new topic was “bonsai”. 

Bonsai is an art to grow a real tree in small pots. 
Different from fast ac:vi:es like gaming, it is a 
l o n g - te r m h o b by a n d d e m a n d s s o m e 
professional knowledges.  

RQ9: Is the methods effective for other 
topics? 

4.3.2 Method 
I conducted the two-phases procedure, the first 
of which was to explore the relevant hashtags as 
scopes, the second of which was to filer out 
rela:vely longer posts. 

4.3.3 Results 
Phase 1 

- In phase 1, the strategy to do hashtsg-post-
hashtag explora:on was successful and 
brought me to the hashtag #bonsailove. 

Phase 2 

- Ads made up most of the bonsai-related 
posts. Within the long posts in #bonsailove, 
there were some interes:ng posts, but most 
of them are bonsai selling posts. This was 

because instagram was a popular show 
window for bonsai. 

- I decided to try shorter posts. Tried searching 
for subjec:ve expressions like “feel” “like” 
“bad”. The results that were not Ads were few. 
However, several emo:on-expressing posts 
did jump out. 

- By clicking into the author’s profile, I found 
him to be the target group. Surprisingly, the 
other posts of him not only have bonsai-
relevant posts but also showed an interes:ng 
lifestyle (see Figure [32]). 

In the end, I did find some interes:ng posts, but 
overall, there were not many emo:on-rich posts. 
The topic pf bonsai on Instagram is more about 
technical communica:on. I searched for a posts 
about bonsai failure, yet the conversa:ons in 
the replies were about how how to take care of 
it beler. 

 4.3.4 Discussion 
- In finding personal stories on Instagram, it is 

easier with topics that carry more intense 
emo:ons and have social discussion.  

- Some:mes searching with images were more 
effec:ve than searching with text. Especially 
in the topic like bonsai where most of the 
posts were pictures of a bonsai tree. Then a 
picture with people will jump out. 

- The post author’s personal page can work as 
the background of the stories. They can 
enrich the stories and tell more about 
contextual informa:on. Therefore, it is 
valuable to provide an access to the author.  

Figure [32]: the post-people-post exploration  
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4.4 Group 
session to test  
the approach 

4.1.1 Goal  
The approach developed in former studies, 
especially phase 1, consisted of rather open 
steps. how can designers currently do this with 
the Instagram applica:on was unknown. 
Moreover, we want to  

Therefore, a session was conducted with the 
following ques:ons:  

RQ10: Whether designers can come 
through phase 1 with the current 
Instagram application?  

RQ11: What are the designers’ skills 
and limitations in this phase? 

Figure [33]: group testing with Instagram app 

4.4.2 Method 
Participants  

The par:cipants were five designers who had 
experiences in emo:on design. 

Procedure 

First, the par:cipants were asked to come up 
with a design assignment that they commonly 
have interest in. The assignment came out to be 
designing the emo:ons of people when 
traveling with cats.  

Next, they were asked to open the instagram 
app on their smart phone. The task was to 
search on Instagram for contents that reflect the 
emo:onal states of traveling with cats by 
flexibly making use of the searching func:ons. 

They were also provided with a template to take 
down what were the palerns that they spot 
that their target group had, and how they 
developed those criteria (Figure [33]). 

Besides, they were asked to think out loud 
about the techniques they took and the 
difficul:es they met. 

2.3.3 Key findings 
Overall, most of the par:cipants could get 
through phase 1 with the original instagram 
applica:on.  
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Discovered techniques  

1. Discovering inspiring new hashtags  
Par:cipant 3 discovered #beachbuddy by trying 
to click into hashtags in her interested posts. 
She was not sure if this hashtag would work, 
and it was out of her expecta:on that this would 
indicate animals. 
It indicates that designers can hardly know 
what hashtags can also be relevant unDl they 
see or click into one. 

“I did not know they 
use #beachbuddy 
before I clicked into it, 
and it worked.” 
- participant 1 

2. Searching with image backgrounds 
The background of the image was important 
because it suggests a story. Thinking about the 
difference between mountains and a tourist 
alrac:on as the background. 
3. Interactions in replies 
Par:cipant 4 no:ced some posts that encourage 
people to tag friends who may be interested in 
the comments. Some designers also used replies 
to check the post’s authen:city   

Preference on contents  

1. Avoiding influencers 
The designers tended to avoid the posts from 
influencers and have lower trust on them. They 
found that some alrac:ng pictures, with high 
resolu:on, were mostly posted by influencers. 
The designers did not agree with the idea 
behind these posts:  

“The picture is 
beautiful but his cat is 
just a decoration.” - 
participant 3 

The designers even proposed to set up a 
“influencer index”, which is calculated from the 
author’s followers, quan::es of hashtags,  

On the other hand, some also argued that the 
influencers’ content are also valuable, because it 
may show what the target users may have 
poten:ally been inspired with. 

2. Videos seem to be more interesting 
than images. 
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Difficulties 

1. Distraction by irrelevant posts 
The designer became :red aDer searching for 
fiDeen minutes. This was because the 
informa:on was rather unstructured and mixed 
with irrelevant informa:on and adver:sements. 

2. In need for combined search 
Par:cipant 6 tried to search for cats in loca:ons 
of tourist alrac:ons, and the efficiency was 
very low. 

3. Interfered by system 
recommendation 

Par:cipant 5 did not come through the phase 
because her searching results were filled with 
result about a toy cat. This probably came from 
the system recommenda:on according to the 
preference, which can bias the results. 

4. Unbalanced experiences with 
instagram 

Some of the designers did not have much 
experiences with the plaqorm, which limited 
their searching capabili:es. 

4.4.4 Discussion  
In the search with Instagram app, the designers 
had similar search techniques like tracing 
hashtags and filtering by images. This indicated 
that the discovered techniques were able to be 
understood by designers. 

Suggestions for the intervention in 
phase 1 

1. Already clean the data by removing 
adver:sements and poten:ally irrelevant 
informa:on. 

2. Classify images. Specify differences in 
backgrounds is suggested.  

3. Have a dis:nguish on influencers and non-
influencers. 

4. Specify non-authen:c posts. 
5. Have an overview that is not biased by the 

recommenda:ons generated by the past 
searching histories. 

6. Guidance in how to explore with hashtags. 
7. Keep a balance for people who are not 

familiar with instagram. 
8. Make it able to do flexible searches such as 

combined searches. 

Figure [34]: screenshots taken by the parcipants 
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4.5 Design 
opportunit ies 
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From chapter 3, I learnt the value of enabling 
designers to discover meaningful stories as a 
resource in emo:on design, and there are 
certain challenges to do so. The major 
challenges are 1) the noisy and unstructured 
nature of social media data, which make 
meaningful stories hard to be spoled and 2) the 
knowledge gap with data mining. 

With studies in this chapter, I built up the 2-
phase approach and discovered the usage of 
hashtags in structuring the mass data.  

Hashtags brings 
structure and handles 
to the massive, 
unstructured 
qualitative data. 

This brought the opportunity to search and 
retrieve relevant stories and make the the 
search principle easy to understand by making 
use of hashtags. 

Figure [35]: Hashtags brings structure to the 
massive, unstructured qualitative data. 
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4.6 Conclusion 
Chapter 4 

In this chapter, I did explora:ons, experiments, 
literature researches and tests to look for proper 
approaches that can find meaningful stories 
from Instagram. The objec:ves included how to 
possible find the stores and how do designers 
handle the process. 

In the end, the general process was divided into 
phases, several searching techniques were 
developed, and the challenges and preferences 
of designers to conduct this workflow was 

discovered. 

Phase division  

According to the general data mining process 
and the proposi:on that the familiarity on the 
original data should be achieved before doing 
sta:s:cs analysis with the data, the approach 
should be divide into two phases:  

Phase 1: To understand the “language use” in 
the UGC. Find the hashtags that act as relevant 
scopes through hashtag networks and hashtag 
mind-mapping. 

Phase 2: Filter relevant stories with measures 
ways, including the length, keywords, and 
images. 

Hashtag networks 

By genera:ng hashtag networks with 
computers, the designers can see the hashtags 
that appear the most with the ini:al hashtag. 

Hashtag mind-mapping 

By taking down the path of hashtag-post-
hashtag explora:on, the designer generates a 
collec:ons of relevant hashtags, without 
interfered by the hashtag’s quan::es of using. 

Filtering techniques 

By searching for posts with longer cap:on, we 
can find informa:ve posts; 
Image searching can be used when the posts 
have a lot of similar images.   
One can also search with keywords for specific 
subjec:ve expressions. 

Validation on generality 

When working on various topics, phase 1 s:ll 
func:ons, yet in phase 2, one has to try 
combining mul:ple filtering techniques for 
adequate results. 

The re are more adequate stories when the 
topic is emo:on-rich or have higher social 
impact. 

Test by designers 

The effect of discovering user-languaged 
hashtags wee approved. 
Besides, in pra:ng phase 1, designers Brough 
forward some difficul:es in exploring with the 
current Instagram app.:  

1. Distraction by irrelevant posts 
2. In need for combined search 
3. Interfered by system 

recommendation 
4. Unbalanced experiences with 

instagram 
5. Undesired content from influencers 
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05 Design 
Brief 
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5.1 Synthesizing 
the insights 

6.1.1 The target user 
The target users are designers who are 
interested in finding user stories on Instagram 
but have lille data mining experiences. 

6.1.2 Using scenario 
Below is a storyboard to show the scenario to 
use the tool. 

5.1.3 Mapping the 
findings   
On the next page, finding from the former 
chapter are mapped. 
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5.2 Design goal  

Develop a data 
exploration tool for 
designer with little 
data mining 
experiences, which 
facilitates a 
controllable 
exploration and a 
flexible search on 
Instagram user-
generated contents, 
and result in 
meaningful Instagram 
posts which are 
relevant to the target 
group and can be used 
to understand their 
emotions, standards, 
attitudes and goals. 

6.2.1 desired effects 
controllable exploration: 
As the data is noisy and unstructured, the 
biggest challenge is the structure of informa:on. 

Flexible searches: 
The original applica:on could not offer custom, 
comprehensive search. Techniques have been 
developed in the former chapters to search for 
meaningful stories. 

Explainable  
For designers who are novice to data mining, the 
tool aims to be explainable to help them 
understand how the data mining is conducted. 

Meanwhile, the design should take into 
account two aspects (Figure [38]) 
A. The experience aspects, which is to make 

the explora:on stage controllable and 
flexible. Therefore, the designers are 
s:mulated to think along with teh authors 
and be clear about what is going on. Since 
the proposi:on was to make its users close o 
the original data while not to be lost in the 
noisy data.  

B. B. The programming aspects. It is needed to 
be made sure that the results generated by 
having the input can result in relevant and 
meaningful results. This refer to the 
underrtanding of available techniques, the 
out coming of techniques,  

Furthermore, it is needed to keep a balance 
between the desired effect and the technical 
requirements. 

Figure [38]: the two aspects of the design 
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06 Iterative  
Conceptualiz
ation 
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6.1 Assumed 
workflow 

6.1.1 Method 
Since the results of data analy:cs are unknown 
for people who are not experienced with data 
analysis, doing idea:on would not be very 
effec:ve. Therefor, the strategy of this 
conceptualiza:on stage is to build up the  
assump:ons and test. 

Based on the insights from chapter 3 and 
Chapter 4, assump:ons were built respec:vely  
on the experience aspects and programming 
aspects. 

6.1.2 Leading questions 
The lead ing ques:ons for genera:ng 
assump:ons on experience aspect (the EAs in 
Figure [40] on the next page) were:  
How to provide designers controllable 
exploration and flexible search? 
How to make the process explainable? 

The lead ing ques:ons for genera:ng 
assump:ons on experience aspect (the PAs) 
were:  
How to ensure the results are relevant 
and meaningful to designers?  
How to make the system work? 

6.1.3 Ideas 

Ideas were given to the ques:ons, in order to 
make the assump:ons materialized in the 
concept and testable. The ideas were based on 
the learnings from the former chapters and 
idea:ons. Mul:ple ideas could be generated for 
one assump:on, and one was selected. 
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6.2 Init ial  
concept:  the 
personal  
network 

6.2.1 The concept  
The ini:al concept was a website that helps to find meaningful stories with hashtag. The concept refers 
to the personaliza:on system used in many plaqorms. The highlight was a dynamic personalized 
hashtag network, which was a mixture of co-tag network and hashtag mind-mapping. User inputs the 
preferences by selec:ng interes:ng posts. 

6.2.1 The flow  
I. Sensitizing  

EA1: A sensi:zing stage should be prepared before phase 1 where the user is informed by what is 
going to be the take-away. 

Idea: Having an introduc:on on the welcome page, showing the objec:ve and pain points. 
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II. Phase 1 

PA1: An automa:c data cleaning should happend in phase 1, so that the user can be less distracted by 
the noises.  
Idea: When User start searching with the ini:al hashtag, the website will download the recent 1000 
posts and automa:cally clean the data by removing the obvious Ads with text and image palerns. 

EA2: When the data is cleaned, the users should see what posts have been cleaned out. 
Idea: The  cleaned data will be shown on the result page. User can click into them and see what posts 
had been filtered out. 

 

PA2: User should tell the machine about what is the relevant by selec:ng interested posts 
Idea: User is asked to select the posts that they are interested in. 

EA3: User should be able to filter out the posts by objects in the images 
Idea: Classifica:on bulons are provided as a filter to view the posts. These labels are generated by 
specifying the “labels” in the images. The mostly specified labels are shown in front. The label can be 
objects, emo:ons, ac:vi:es, moods.  

EA4: Users should be able to sort the posts by length 
Idea: Users have a sorter to put the longest posts in front. 

EA5: User should be able to save interested posts 
Idea: User can save a post to a collec:on. 
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EA6: User should see an overview of relevant hashtags related to the selected posts  
Idea: The machine reads the hashtags from the saved posts, and it automa:cally generates a dynamic 
personal hashtag network. By clicking “done”, the user can see the network. 

 
PA3: User should be able to expand the current hashtag network  
Idea: User can click on a hashtag in the network. It will go to the next page in the same as the ini:al 
hashtag. In this way, Use can expand the network. 
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PA4: User should diverge and select one or several hashtags as a connec:on of phase 1 and phase 2 
Idea: The user could highlight notable hashtags and delete unwanted hashtags from the hashtag 
network, so that the network keeps precise.  

EA5: User should be able to save interested posts. 
Idea: 

III. Phase 2 

PA5: The data source for phase 2 should be the newest posts of the hasgtags in the network, so that 
the data source is dynamic 
Idea: The user can save the personal hashtag network, therefore, every :me the user comes back he/
she can receive the newest posts from the hashtag. 

 

EA7: User should get a database as a result. 
Idea: In the result pages, the user can check the database, which consists of the hashtag network and 
the saved posts. 
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6.2.3. design the system 
A back-end algorithm was also deigned so that 
the tool can be possibly developed in this 
project (Figure [46]). 

Technologies 

The technical steps were classified into three 
types of task: the scrawling task, the labeling 
task and the filtering task. 

1. Scrawling tasks 
Instagram scrawlers were used to download 
Instagram posts with a certain hashtag. They 
serve for crea:ng the database. 

2. Labeling tasks 
This type of task labels each posts with a 
property, that later on we can manage the 
dataset. Image labeling was added in this 
concept. 
3. Filtering tasks 
When the data needs to be displayed, the front-
end of the tool calls the demanded posts by its 
labels. 

Figure [46]: A flowchart of the back-end algorithm. 
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6.3 Testing 
concept 1 

6.3.1 Goal  
A concept test was done and the examine the  
assump:ons were examined. .  

6.3.2 Method 
Participates  

The par:cipants were  5 master students from 
IDE TU DelD, with their tracks ranging form 
Design fo Interac:on, Strategy Product Design 
and Integrated Product Design.  

Procedure 

The context in 6.1 was presented to the 
designers as they were introduced to the 
objec:ve of the tool. The interfaces were 
presented and the func:ons were explained one 
by one. 

6.3.1 Results 
Refining the assumptions  

PA1: Correct. Compared with directly searching 
with Instagram, this effetely reduce the noises, 
which is important for the first sight on the 
results! 

PA2: This is feasible, but the selec:ons in this 
step should be kept well, since it is a lot of 
reading, and they designers would not like to 
lose the selec:ons.  

PA3: Correct.  

PA4: Correct. This needs to be stressed more on 
the final concept. 

PA5: Saving hashtags is important, but more 
emphasized should be put on how to manage 
the posts. 

EA1: Correct, but can be done beler. The 
sensi:zing made designers realize that they 
would look for meaningful stories, but not what 
they would take away. A display of example 
stories would be helpful. Moreover, the 
defini:on of meaningfulness should be expected 
in the beginning 

EA2: Not necessary. the designers trust the 
machine’s ability to filter out irrelevant contents, 
therefore, it is not needed to show the cleaned 
data in a major visual area. 

EA3: Correct. the technique of filtering images 
were refreshing rot designers, but they also 
suggested to divide object labels and emo:on 
labels, because they would suspect why a 
picture would have certain emo:ons. 

EA4: Correct. 

EA5: Correct. 

EA6: The hashtag network was appreciated by 
the designers, because this gave them a 
different perspec:ve, since the way to interact 
with the database is important. 

EA7: There should be more emphasize on ho to 
make the results usable for designers. the 
results.  “I would like something to save.” 
- ParDcipant J. Moreover, it is needed for a 
document classifica:on here. The former 
classifica:on technique can be used here. 

Other comments  

1. The informa:on load needs to be kept in 
mind. 

2. The users should be able to make easy 
selec:ons. 

3. The connec:on to emo:ons should be 
stressed  more and separated from the fact. 

4. The text can be more processed than sor:ng 
the length, and it could be linked with 
emo:ons. 

5. Some marginalized contents may also 
produce inspira:on. 
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6.4 Expert  
interview 

6.4.1 Goal 
Before moving forward to developing the next 
concept, the detai led interac:ons and 
parameters used in searching should be defined. 
Since social media data is unstructured 
qualita:ve data, it is different from how 
sta:s:cs data is analyzed.  
How can we make use of the 
qualitative data from instagram posts 
to produce controllable explorations 
and flexible searches? 

With this ques:on, I had an interview with 
Alessandro Bozzon, Professor and Chair of 
Human-Centered Ar:ficial Intelligence with the 
Department of Design Engineering of the 
Faculty of Industrial Design Engineering (IDE). 

6.4.1 Key findings 

Q: My aim is to enable designers to find 
qualified stories made from Instagram posts that 
about certain target groups, which means that 
we do not want diagrams but qualita:ve stories. 
However, the qualita:ve data seem not easy to 
be manipulated like sta:s:cs data. How can I 
play with these qualita:ve data?  
A: There are layers of ques:ons that you can ask 
to define what you need from the data, and a 
model to help you think about the problem. 
ER model[38] is a model to understand a system, 
and you can prac:ce with it to structure the 
data rela:ons. It conceptualize a system as 
En11es and Rela1ons. “A post”, “A user” are 
en::es that have rela:onships with each other: 
a user creates a post. Each En:ty has it own 
Proper1es, for a post, you have it length, the 
meta data, but also the sen:ments, etc. There is 
much spaces in it. 

Besides, There are several ques:ons you can ask 
yourselves over this model to define the desired 
proper:es.  
For example, you said in phase 1, it’s a language 
explora:on tool to help the client (the designer) 
to find the right set of hashtags. Then "what is a 
good hashtag?""what are the feedback that help 
to make decision?”  
When you look for stories, a story is a series of 
posts made from relevant users on the topic. 
Ask yourself Wwhat makes the people 
relevant?” Is it the numbers of posts on the 
topic? Or is it the diversity in the emo:ons 
towards the topic? 

6.4.1 Application  
To sum up the advices, by asking ques:ons over 
the conceptualized en::es and rela:ons, the 
space to ideate on the use of data is opened. 
I framed the system of the Instagram UGC with 
ER model, which can be seen on the next pages. 
The rela:onships among posts, users, hashtags, 
stories and the collec:on of Storie became clear. 
The usable proper:es of each en:ty is discussed 
in Sec:on 6.5. 

Figure [47] (next page): The ER model to 
conceptualize the Instagram qualitative data system 

Figure [48](next pages): The properties labelled to 
the posts 
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6.5 
Experimenting 
with avai lable 
Techniques 

6.5.1 Goal 
Based on the ER diagram, the next step was to 
broaden the horizon on what proper:es can we 
use poten:ally use with the various techniques. 
Because we cannot foresee the result of using 
certain technologies on our data, with the help 
of my friend Bada who is a programmer, I tried 
analyzed the Instagram posts with available 
technologies, including image recogni:on, NLP, 
and sta:s:cs analy:cs. 
In the end, I generated a ccv file with 10000 
posts with hashtag #babyfeeding and their 
labels (Figure[49]). 

6.5.2 Scrawling the 
Instagram posts 
With InstaScrawler[39], 10000 Instagram posts 
with #babyfeeding are downloaded as a csv file, 
with and each post is labelled with the following 
proper:es: 
1. Post ID 
2. Post URL 
3. Image URL 
4. Likes 
5. Author ID 
6. Text in the Cap:on 
7. Date  

6.5.2 Statistics analytics 
on the text 
The aim of sta:s:cs analysis on the text was 
poten:ally for filtering and extrac:on the 

meanings from original cap:ons. Therefore, the 
original text in the cap:ons were “broke down” 
to the following parameters: 

1. Emojis in the text 
2. Number of emojis in the text 
3. Hashtags in the text 
4. Text without hashtags  
5. The length of the text without hashtags 
6. Noun and Phrases in the text 
7. Verbs in the text 

6.5.3 NLP on the text 
Sen:ment analysis is an important role and 
research field in data mining. Because we want 
to look for emo:ons from the posts, this 
technologies worths a try. I used Palern.en [40], 
a sen:ment analysis API that can recognize 
sen:ment of set, also how subjec:ve the text is. 

Wrilen text can be broadly categorized into 
two types: facts and opinions. Opinions 
carry people's sen:ments, appraisals and 
feelings toward the world. The API bundles a 
lexicon of adjec:ves (e.g., good, bad, 
amazing, irrita:ng, ...) that occur frequently 
in product reviews, annotated with scores 
for sen:ment polarity (posi:ve ↔ nega:ve) 
and subjec:vity (objec:ve ↔ subjec:ve).  

The poten:al bias is that this API was 
trained from product reviews, the accuracy 
in Instagram UGC had not been examined. 

The following parameters were generated with 
NLP: 
1. Post Sen:ment  

It is the magnitude of sen:ment with the 
text without hashtags.  
Th is was generated through some 
calcula:on: break the text down into 
sentences, evaluate each sentence’s 
sen:ment value (resul:ng in a number from 
-1~+1), add the absolute value of each 
sentence.  
Therefore, this number indicates how  much 
“emo:ons” the post contain, no maler  they 
are posi:ve or nega:ve. 
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2. Subjec:vity. 
The sum of each sentence’s subjec:vity 
va lue , which ind icates the overa l l 
subjec:veness. 

6.5.4 Image recognition  
The Idea for EA3 was based on technology 
“image labeling”. Its difference from object 
detec:on is that it specifies what kind of labels 
can be alached onto the object, but not 
necessarily where it is. Therefore, image 
labelling  specifies more nuanced features in the 
picture. For example, it can tell the species of a 
cat. 

I used Google Vision API[41], because it has 
been assessed for having the finest labeling 
results. The label adde to the posts was: 

1. Image labels 
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6.5.5 Experiments with 
the properties 
Now that we have labeled the posts with 
various parameters,  
What inspiring insights can we find by 
combining these parameters?  
I tried pu~ng the parameters in some data 
analy:c tools, and here are some palerns: 

1. How do the posts distribute by 
length? 

I put the data file in RawGraphics[42] and drew 
a Beeswarm Plot. See Figure [49]. In upper 
graphic, X Axis was determined by the length, 
and un the lower graphic, the size is also 
determined by the length. The graph indicated 
that although longer posts are less in quanDty, 
only reading the longest posts can sDll cause a 
heavy informaDon load. therefore, in the final 
concept I alempted to reduce the informa:on 
load. 

2. Who are the frequent visitors to this 
hashtag? 

Figure [50] on the next pages plot user ids as X 
Axis while the sizes are likes of the posts. So 
that circles that gather together on one column 
are from a dame person.  

3. How does the hashtags network in 
these posts look like?  

I also tried making hashtags networks with 
Gephy. This network was however giant. In 
Figure [51] is a network generated by hashtags 
from 1000 posts. Considering the giant number 
and the complex steps to take in the soDware, I 
found an alterna:ve tool to generate networks, 
which is Voyant Tool[43]. 

Figure [49]: Length distribution of the posts, the 
lower figure’s size also shows the length. 

Figure [50]: The hashtags network generated by the 
1000 posts is giant  

Figure [51] (Next page): Gathered circles mean 
represent posts from a same author  
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6.6 
Brainstorming:  
creative data 
properties 

6.6.1 Goal 
To determine what proper:es are used in the 
workflow and how is it used, I conducted an 
idea:on session on the use of proper:es.  

6.6.2 Method 

According to the Expert interview, the idea:ons 
was s:mulated by asking ques:ons.  

First, the workflow is decomposed. The 2 phase 
were divided into several tasks, and  under each 
task, several ques:ons were asked to facilitate 
the brainstorming.   

Phase 1 

- Task 1: The data cleaning should be 
conducted in this phaseTto clean out obvious 

a d v e r : s e m e n t s . T h e p a l e r n s i n 
adver:sements were observed. 

- Task 2: To facilitate the designer to find 
relevant hashtags to the ini:al hashtag, the 
hashtag correla:on became a key property. 

Phase 2 

- As the findings in 4.1, to be relevant, a posts 
should have these criteria: 

1. On-topic 
- Is the hashtag used meaningful?  
- Does the image  images about? 

2. ReflecDng the “why” 
- Does it contain keywords like “because” 

“so” “then” “now”? 

3. Generated by a representaDve person: 
- Does this post have similar posts?  
- What are his/her other posts about? 
- How many comments does it have? 

4. Having unusual emoDons: 
- What hashtag does he/she use? 
- Does the cap:on conta in spec ia l 

emo:ons? What emo:ons are men:oned 
in the cap:on? 

Results 

In this phase, the proper:es that can provide a 
summa:ve insights were brainstormed. 
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Specify key properties 

Table [2]: Templated used for the property ideation   
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Phase Phase 1: Find the relevant scope Phase 2: Find the relevant posts 

Task 1. Start from a hashtag 2. Find related 
hashtags

1. Download the 
dataset 

2. Clean the data 3. Filter out the relevant posts

Question What hashtag to start 
with?

How can I find related 
hashtags with my given 
hashtag?

/ How can the machine 
judge if the post is an 
Ads?

What posts can bring me new thoughts on the users’ concerns?

What is a 
good result?

A on-topic hashtag Several related but not 
generic hashtags 

Reduce as many Ads as 
possible

1. The post is on-topic 

What 
feedback is 
needed?

Is this used by anyone? 
What can be the other 
hashtags?

The structure of how 
the hashtags related to 
each other? The 
meaning of an 
unfamiliar hashtag? 
What posts are in-
between two hashtags?

What does the image 
contain? What hashtag 
is used? What is the 
key term of a post?

What 
properties can 
be used?

Related hashtags, 
hashtag’s number of 
posts (frequency)

Hashtag co-relation, 
posts with the hashtag, 
meaning of the hashtag 

Image color, objects in 
the image, keywords in 
the text, whether it 
contains contacts, 
whether it repeats, 

Image labels, keywords 
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Phase 2: Find the relevant posts Results

2. Clean the data 3. Filter out the relevant posts 4. Manage the results

How can the machine 
judge if the post is an 
Ads?

What posts can bring me new thoughts on the users’ concerns? What results have I 
gained?

Reduce as many Ads as 
possible

1. The post is on-topic 2. The post reveal 
emotions

3. The post reflect the 
‘Why” of emotions

4. The post is 
generated by a 
representative users

A comprehensive 
overview of the results

What does the image 
contain? What hashtag 
is used? What is the 
key term of a post?

What emotions/
subjective phases are 
mentioned? What is the 
most emotional 
sentence? What emojis 
are used? What 
punctuations are used? 
What emotional 
hashtags are used?

Does it contain 
keywords like 
“because” “so” “then” 
“now”?

Does this post have 
similar posts? What are 
the authors’ other posts 
about?How many 
comments Dows the 
pot have?

Do the collected stories 
cover various kinds of 
emotions? What topic 
are the collected stories 
about? 

Image color, objects in 
the image, keywords in 
the text, whether it 
contains contacts, 
whether it repeats, 

Image labels, keywords Keyword in the text, 
meaning of the 
hashtags

Keyword in text, length hashtags, author’s 
profile, comments

hashtags, emotion 
keywords in the text



6.7.  The f inal  
concept  

6.7.7 The concept  
The final concept is a toolkit that enables 
designers to find meaningful UGC about a given 
topic on Instagram. 
The user can choose two routes to use the 
toolkit:  

A. A fast search on the most possible 
meaningful stories.  
Online  

B. A :me-taking explora:on that helps also 
generate a structure on the relevant UGC 
posted by the target group.  

The two routes take different amount of :me, 
have different takeaways and require different 
components. See table [3] and [4]. Rout A uses 
photon scripts and go through part of the 
website; route b uses scripts, the full website 
and paper templates. 

Table [3]: take-away of the two routes  

Table [4]: components of the two routes 

6.7.8. Components -> 

Route A 
Quick search

Route B 
Exploration 
+ search

Search for 
meaningful 
stories √ √

Be familiar 
with the 
topic 
structure

× √

Understand 
how the data 
is mined

× √

Route A 
Quick search

Route B 
Exploration 
+ search

Python & R 
scripts √ √

Website

√ √

Paper 
template × √
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1. Python & R scripts - database 

preparation 

This component is a folder with several scripts 
(Figure [52]). The outcome is to download a big 
dataset about the target scope, clean and label 
the data. 
Here is the manual for using these scripts: 

1. Use Instagram scrawler to download 
a database  

- Think about an ini:al hashtags that can 
describe your target ac:vity or group; 

- Open folder “1. Download the database”; 
- Follow the instruc:on and download 10000 

posts with your ini:al hashtag; 
- It will generate a cvs file, name it as 

“database.csv”. 

2. Remove Ads  
- Move “database.csv” to folder “2. Process the 

dataset”; 
- Lunch app “terminal” on the computer, enter: 

cd [loca:on of “2. Process the dataset”], press 
enter  

- Type “python main1.py”, press enter. 
- Wait un:l the program is done. It will 

generate a “result main1.csv”. 
- Do not close terminal. 
Label the posts 
3.
- Type “python main2.py”, press enter. 
- Wait un:l the program is done. It will 

generate a “result main2.csv”. This is the 
dataset! You can take a look at it. 

 
Figure [52]: Scripts to prepare for the database 
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2. Website - data mining  

The website is used for displaying the posts, with 
designated filtering op:ons. The website aims to 
break down the data ming process into small 
steps for understandability, and it takes the users 
to look at the data from different perspec:ves.  

During the process, the designer can save the 
meaningful posts into the collec:on, which will 
be displayed in the result page. 

Route A: A fast search  
Only go through Page 4, 5 and  6 

Route B: explration  
Go through the whole flow with support by the 
paper templates 
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Page 1: Insert initial 
scope 

The user starts from using a hashtag to describe 
the desired contents. 
Meanwhile, the user writes down the search 
target in the central. 
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Page 2: Take a loot at 
the original data 

In this step, the data cleaning funcDon worked. 
Adver:sements have been removed with their 
palerns in . Compared searching results from  
the original applica:on, there are much less 
adver:sements.  

In the algorithm, these posts would be removed: 
- The same text appearing for  over 1 :mes 
- Containing websites and phone numbers  
- Containing a spam stop word list which 

includes words like “dm”, “on sale”. The list is 
editable by the users 

- The image having too high satura:on  
- The image containing label “text” or “font” 

Figure [57]: the search result of #babyfeeding on 
Instagram  
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Page 3: Read long 
posts 

As Long posts can reveal more contextual 
informa:on and reasonings, the longest 12 posts 
in the scope are displayed.  

To reduce the informa:on load, posts are folded 
as a smaller card, which only shows one quote. In 
the big cards, informa:on load is also reduced by 
classifying the informa:ons.  

In the big card, the “emo:on” is generate by 
matching the post with a lost of subjec:ve 
words like happy, annoyed, enjoy. “Quote” 
displays one sentence that include one of the 
“emo:on”s. 

There is also a “original post” bulon in the small 
cards. By clicking it, the user can go to see the 
author’s profile, therefore understand more 
contextual informa:on. 

Figure [58]: the cards to illustrate a story 
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Page 4: Rescope to 
new hashtags 
The knowledge of different hashtag word using 
is shown. Next, the user is provided with the 
hashtags in the ini:al scope so that he/she can 
put them into an external linguis:c analy:c tool: 
Voyage. 

Voyage can generate a network of hashtags, 
which is a simplified version of the one 
generated with Gephi in Sec:on 6.5.  

Besides, the user can also see the hashtags 
sorted by the quan::es they were used. Thirdly, 
a word cloud can be generated for further design 
research purpose. 

ADer playing with the hashtags, the user is asked 
to select up to 3 hashtags that are especially 
used by the target group. 

Figure [59]: functions of the external analytics tool  
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Page 5: Advanced 
searching in the new 
scope 

When the refine scope is defined, the user can 
do a series of advanced searching with the posts. 

1. Filter with images 
The user can search for what labels are 
alached to the images. He/she can check 
what labels are there by clicking the link 
beneath. 

2. Search for states 
There are 4 “states” as filters, meaning the 
subjec:ve states the author is having. This 
include the feelings, thoughts, statements, 
senses, and possession. The filter principles 
is to search for sta:ve verbs. Here are some 
examples. 

“feelings & thoughts”:  
Love,Hate,Adore,Like,Despise,Doubt,Feel,Bel
i e v e , Fo r g e t , R e m e m b e r , Lo n g , A g r e e 
disagree,Enjoy,Need,Think,Recognize,Prefer,
Understand,Suspect,Appear,Need,Desire,WIs
h,Hope,Value,Prefer,Care,Mi nd,Sa:sfy, 

“statements”:  
seems,opinion,personal,view,experience,und
erstand,point,of,view,as,far,as,mistaken,claim
e d , a d m i t , i m a g i n e , b e l i e v e , p e 
sonally,to,bo,honest,convinced,certain,sure,b
ecause,situa:on,opinions,facts,main,point,th
e , p o i n t , p r o v e s , p r o v e d , o b v i o u 
sly,obvious,came,out,clear,that,no,doubt , 

“senses”: 
See,Hear,Smell,Taste,Seem,Sound,Look,Sense 

“possession” 
Have,Belong,Include,Own,Want 

3. Search with self-defined keywords 
The user can each keywords from text of the 
posts, including plain text and hashtags. 

In the search result, the combina:on of 
searching 1. 2. 3. Will be displayed in small 
cards. There user can click and expand the 
card. 
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Page 6: More 
perspectives 

There are a lot of perspec:ve to look at and 
make sense of the data, depending on the 
interest of the user. Hereby, some perspec:ve 
are provided. Some work as a “preset”, for 
example, to find interes:ng posts by the emojis 
used. 
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Page 6: More 
perspectives 

Here is am example for exploring the emojis 
used. The user can only see one post by clicking 
into a emoji. 
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Step 6: Result 

The result page consists of two parts:  

The first is an overview of the saved posts. The 
algorithm shows the post popular hashtags 
contained in the selec:on, also the dis:nct 
ones. Moreover, the algorithm inspects the 
emo:ons that have appeared in the selected 
posts, and it suggests emo:ons that have not 
been covered yet, so that the selec:on can be 
more comprehensive. 

The second area is a place where the user can 
arrange a structure of the posts by dragging the 
posts. In this way, he/she can already do some 
clusters. ADer that, the user can download the 
arrangement, as long as he/she is aware that the 
authors’ privacy should be protected. Some 
prac:cal sugges:ons are give. 
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4. Paper template - knowledge 
building 

Alongside the website, the user I can choose to 
use 3 paper templates to facilitate a  planned 
search, aiming for a structured understanding on 
the UGC data. The three template include: 

1. Mapping meaningful hashtags 
This is the major template to use, to make a 
hashtags mind-mapping throughout the 
explora:on process. The hashtags in this phase 
can be used in genera:ng the new scopes. 

2. Mapping stakeholders  
3. Taking down notable terms 
These two kinds of mapping were proved to be 
useful in Chapter 3 and 4. 
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07 
Discussion  
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7.1 Testing 
StoriesOnIns   

8.1.1 Goal 
The goal of this study was to evaluate the social 
media explora:on tool. The evalua:on subject is 
the website and the paper template.  The tool 
has been evaluated on three main aspects: (1) 
result from the explora:on, (2) experience in the 
explora:on. 

8.1.2 Method 
Participants  

The par:cipants were four master students from 
IDE, TU DelD who had experiences in emo:on-
driven design.  

Two of them wen through route A - the quick 
search, and the other two of them wen through 
route B - an explora:ve process with the paper 
templates. 

Procedure  

The designers were prepare with a pre-loaded 
database with #babyfeeding, which were 
cleaned and labelled. One of the par:cipant 
searched with a dataset of “#diaper” due to her 
interest. 

To evaluate the tool, the designers were asked 
to use the tool to find stories or quotes for a 
given topic: new mothers feeding their babies. 
The stories are supposed to reflect the new 
moms’s standard, a~tude, and goals toward 
feeding their babies. Due to :me limita:on, the 
par:cipant could stop when one story is found. 

ADer the explora:on, the design was asked to 
evaluate the tool through filling out a form. The 
form aimed to examine the three aspect, and it 
can be seen in the appendix. 
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7.1.3 Some stories 
discovered through this 
tool 

“capability” 

“exploration” 

“proud” 
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7.1.4 Results 
1. Result from the exploration 

1.1 The results I received from this activity 
gave me a deeper understanding on my 
target group’s attitude, standard and goal


1.2 The results I received from this activity 
gave me a wider understanding on my 
target group’s attitude, standard and goal


1.3 The results I received from this activity 
are inspiring for design & research


1.4 I think the results I received from this 
activity can help me with better 
communicate with my target group


2. Understandability on the exploration 

2.1 I am able to finish the process by 
myself


2.2 I feel capable in operating this tool


2.3 I understand how the data should be 
viewed


7.1.5 Key findings  

Tops 

1. The sensitizing effect  
Several designers found themselves to be 
inspired by what the posts authors had said 
in the cap:ons. They reported that 
especially in the ini:al phase of a project 
when they are not familiar with the context, 
the posts brought informa:on that is close-
by to the target group’s lives. 

“it is an inspiring to know using diapers in 
real people’s daily life to generate first 
research quesDons.” 

“It lets me know what my potenDal users 
care about.” 

2. The overview effect 
By comprehensively reading and searching 
with the posts, the tool helped build up an 
overview towards the topic from various 
perspec:ves. 

"The overview of 
the posts is 
convenient to get 
an overview of the 
situation, in order 
to find research 
directions. This 
might be not 
feasible through 
small scale 
explorative 
research in the 
early phase of 
research.” 
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1.2
1.3
1.4

0 1.75 3.5 5.25 7

Average score

3.1
3.2
3.3

0 1.75 3.5 5.25 7

Average score



Moreover, the paper template worked for 
building up this overview.  

“The hashtag template is a useful tool kit to 
help me organize my thoughts and findings.” 

3. Less bias than searching with 
Instagram  
Because of the re-scoping phase, when 
using the tool, designers found that the 
perspec:ves are more objec:ve than 
searching with Instagram.  

“With this tool I 
can go beyond my 
own knowledge 
limitation on the 
topic.” 

Tips 

1. The route B is complex 
Because of the mul:ple tasked with the 
websites and the template, the tasks 
became complex. It could be beler if the 
goal is set more clear. 

“I need more Dme to learn how to use it 
because it’s new.” 

2. The confusion in information 
structure 
It is s:ll confusing whether this explora:on 
is a linear process or an itera:ve one, and if 
it is n itera:ve process, where can they go 
back. 

“I didn’t find the direct informaDon to my 
first intuiDve quesDon but I don’t know how 
I can find it. Should I use the system again 
by changing keywords/ quesDons? How can 
I store the previous posts I found?” 

3. The designer can put personal notes 
on the saved results 

One designer suggested to maybe consider 
how can users directly record palerns and 
insights in the tool, since the qualita:ve 
analysis have mu interac:ons with the 
original data. 

7.1.6 Discussion  
Through the evalua:on, we can confirm that 
through a comprehensive overview of the 
qualita:ve user-generated content on social 
media, designers can acquire new perspec:ves 
on the topics they want to study. This resource 
can be especially helpful in the beginning stage 
of a project.  

Moreover, with the perspec:ve of “reading the 
concerns from the posts”, we can use the big 
data through the lens of emo:on design, which 
is different form reading the charts generated 
from sta:s:c data. 
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7.2 Conclusion  

7.2.1 Addressing the 
research question 

How can social media become 
useful data source for emotion-
driven design?  

Emo:on-driven design is a prac:ce to 
understand people’s subjec:ve experience and 
to understand the concerns behind it. Through 
the development of this data explora:on tool, a 
way of extrac:ng insights from user-generated 
content is developed. The overview of the 
qualita:ve contents provide designers a broader 
view, which raised up interes:ng ques:ons for 
them to further inves:gate. When the designer 
step into a closer view, the specific images, 
quote form their target user, which sensi:zed 
them with the every small corners of the target 
users’ lives. 

On the other hand, social media mining is a 
process that demands both quan:ta:ve analysis 
and qualita:ve understanding, the laler being 
what designers good at. Through the use of this 
tool, we see the designers played with their 
abili:es to organize the hashtags and to spot 
interes:ng quotes from the posts. This has 
made the tool special for the design field. 

8.2.2 Limitations, 
implications and 
recommendations  

The use of NLP  

The sentiment analysis technology was not 
utilized in the tool. This was because when 
searching for appropriate corpus to help 

identify the text in an Instagram post, I 
found that many of the corpus aim to judge 
negativity or positivity, by seeing if there 
are positive words. However, what we need 
to know is that what sentences are 
indicating facts and what are indicating 
feelings, which makes the reason and the 
emotion. 

However, there can still be possibilities 
where we can make use of this technology. 
For example, to work as a navigation in the 
database. This can be explored if there are 
further researches.  

Other paths to find relevant contents 

In this project, hashtag was used as the main 
rou:ne to find meanings. In the experimenta:on 
stage, I also found other routes, which was to 
explore through people. For example, to look for 
bonsai lovers form comments on bonsai-relate 
posts. This can be further integrated. 

The tool rather reflects the dreams 
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Figure [71] another possible way to find relevant 
content 
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Appendix 



Please score your experience with the tool: 

The results I received from this activity gave me a deeper understanding on my target group’s 
attitude, standard and goal


1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7


The results I received from this activity gave me a wider understanding on my target group’s 
attitude, standard and goal


1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7


The results I received from this activity are inspiring for design & research 


1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7


I think the results I received from this activity can help me with better communicate with my target 
group


1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7


———————- 

I am able to finish the process by myself


1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7


I feel capable in operating this tool


1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7


I understand how the data should be viewed


1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
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I think the results I received from this activity can help me with better communicate with my target 
group


1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7


———————- 

I am able to finish the process by myself


1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7


I feel capable in operating this tool


1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7


I understand how the data should be viewed


1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
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Please score your experience with the tool: 

The results I received from this activity gave me a deeper understanding on my target group’s 
attitude, standard and goal


1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7


The results I received from this activity gave me a wider understanding on my target group’s 
attitude, standard and goal


1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7


The results I received from this activity are inspiring for design & research 


1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7


I think the results I received from this activity can help me with better communicate with my target 
group


1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7


———————- 

I am able to finish the process by myself


1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7


I feel capable in operating this tool


1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7


I understand how the data should be viewed


1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7



Appendix 1:  Transcript  of an 
interview in 3.2 

1. In your project, did you ever look up 
information online? Did you also look up 
on social media? How did it help you? 
“Yes. I searched for my participates’ 
Instagram account, Some people would 
post many things there, and it helped a lot 
in preparing my interview with them. On 
one hand, I could know in advance about 
their illness and other basic information 
without having to asking them at the spot; 
on the other hand, I won’t be too surprised 
about their experience in the interview. (P2 
showed me 2 links to her participants’ 
Instagram accounts.)” 
2. Will you especially look for emotions 
mentioned they mentioned?  
“ N o t r e a l l y t h a t e s p e c i a l l y . T h e 
participants were rational and wouldn’t 
complain that much. So I could imagine 
the interview would go smooth.” 
3. Did you also tried searching for posts 
about cancer or mental health issue? 
“No, I didn’t, because I guessed the results 
from these platforms would be more 
emotional. There are some websites in The 
Netherlands especially for collecting their 
stories. (P2 showed me a website.) “ 
4. You prefer stories collection websites, 
and is it because the stories there are 
more objective? 
“It doesn’t matter if they are rational or 
not, but I do want something deliberate to 
read, like on this website. It is a more 
serious place, so when they write, they 
100% mean it.  

Often after the interviews they would also 
let me see their blogs. They write because 
they want themselves to be optimistic and 
strong when people recall them someday. 
After some time they found it could also 
help the others.”  

 
Figure [n]. Participants-generated “Love notes” 
in P2’s graduation project 



5.  In your final concept, you collected 
“love notes” (Figure [n]) from cancer 
patients and added into your product. 
Why did you choose that?  
“Maybe I was touched by the emotional 
sentences. My participants said come 
consoling sentences were important 
during the time their lives with all kinds of 
medicine and diagnoses. Those emotional 
quotes worth thousands of words.” 
6. (I showed her a collection of Instagram 
posts with hashtags #happy, #sad, 
#passion, #depressed.) Do you think 
these contents would have been helpful 
to your project? 
I think what I needed was complete stories 
about how to find a way out in those 
difficult ies , which would be more 
complicated. These stories are just 
fragments in life. For example, a lot of 
photos of people being bold would not 
help me, while a store about how to deal 
with body image change would help. This 
one (pointing at one post with only a few 
words in the caption: Figure [n]) will not be 
helpful unless I know what happened to 
her. These (pointing at the “love notes” 
written by her participants: Figure [n]), 
short as they are, have the cause and 
effect. On the other hand, I think the 
hashtags are not always consistent with 
the real emotions. 

 
Figure [n]. An Instagram posts that was NOT 
helpful to P2 

(Showing a post with more than 10 
sentences: Figure [n]) What about this 
kind of posts? 

 
Figure [n]. An Instagram posts that was useful 
to P2 

This kind of posts would be helpful to me! 
If the posts were from cancer patients and 
my goal was to understand which part in 
the house would make them happy. 



Appendix 2:  
Transcript  of 
evaluation test  

Consent form for participation in user test 
Dear par'cipant,  
For the project “Meaningful stories on Instagram”, which is a gradua'on project of Qianqian Zheng, Faculty of 
Industrial Design Engineering, DelB University of Technology. 

The aim of the project is to develop a tool for designers to make social media dat usable for emo'on-driven 
design. 

We would like to ask you to read this form carefully and ask us any ques'ons you might have.  
Your par'cipa'on in this test is completely voluntary. If you do not feel comfortable during the test and do not 
want to con'nue, you are free to withdraw at any 'me.  

During the test, we will ask you ques'ons referring to your personal experiences. If you don’t feel comfortable 
to share, you have the right to skip any of these ques'ons.  

The test will take approximately 60 minutes including four mood introduc'ons, object selec'ons and 
interviews.  

During the test, someone will take notes and film (other forms of observa'on are op'onal). If you do not want 
to be filmed, you are free not to take part in the user test.  
Please check any boxes you give permission to:  
☑ Being filmed and the voice being recorded.  
❑ Photos being used in academic publica'ons. The personal iden'ty will be protected  

by blurring the face.  
5. All informa'on will be used for an internal purpose and in any sort of publica'on we will not include any 
informa'on that will make it possible to iden'fy you.  
I have read the descrip'on of the study and of my rights as a par'cipant and I have received the answer to 
everything I asked. I hereby voluntarily agree to par'cipate in this study.  

Par'cipant name: _____________  
Date: ________________________  
_____________________________ 
Signature par'cipant  
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